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Preface

I..

r

6

0

In my book, Dateline '79: Heretical Concepts for the
Community College [91, I devised a college as it might look in
1979. The plan merged several features including, among others,
ease of access for students to various media forms an&sequences, a
precisely defined curriculum with built-in provisions for course
revision, and a faculty committed to instruction. The core concept
in the college of 1979 was defined outcomesparticularly the
process of specifying instructional objectives. This book expands
thit principle by showing how it may be applied now by peoplt,
teaching in present-day colleges and universities.

ix
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OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

The staff of the ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Center) Clearinghpuse for Junior Colleges at the University of
California, Los Angeles, aided in the preparation of this work.
Michael R.. Capper was particularly helpful in screening specimen
objectives and in providing bibliographic support:He was assisted
by. Lawrence Kojaku. Other colleagues And students especially
those enrolled in the UCLA Graduate School of Education ) Junior
College Curriculum Course allowed me to share ideas with:them.
My appreciation to all nine of them.

/ 4-2'

NOTE: The bracketed numbers in the text refer to specific,
alphabetized titles in the annotated Bibliography following the
Appendices at the end of the book.

M.,
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Intrpduction

Direction is the hallmark of every instructional enterprise'.
Whether the raison d'etre of a particular educational structure is to
induct youngsteers into theirlysteries of a tribal culture, train them
to exercise technical skills in a world of specialized work, or
prepare them to apply complex cognitive processes to an infinite
Variety of tasks, goals may be found as guiding prinelpies.of the
establishment. There must be purpose or there can be no
organized process of education. And the underlying purpose of all
education, formal or informal,- is to bring about change in
students.

xl
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COURSES .

lcWithin the Ame an college and 'university, may y forces
effect such chap . Counselling services help the stud nt select
appropriate 0 ortunities and paths from among the thousands
available him in the college and in the world outside. Student
activ" s, planned and unplanned, temper him as he attempts to

-,...... anize his life, his thoughts, andhis beliefs. The whore campus
community has an impact on him in ways that are still larger -'
unInow,n. '_,

But ill(*e,presumed effect of a college's many facets is
beyond the scope of this book. The intent here is ine the

- r -_prCicess of defining instructional objectives in elin 4/Observable
changes in the students. Outcomes thus, spec" ed may se,r4 as

. integral parts of any educational systdin}. novative or -Conven-
tional, automa d. r ordinary, as bjoa as the coll6geT whole
effort, or as limited asa single instructional session.

This book is for the rinstructor in any type of post-secondary
educational institution. The newly-appointed university teaching
assistant or the exper"ence4 junior or senior ;.ollege professor who
wants to focus his te ching more sharply will find it helpful. It is
particularly useful far the pe\rson preparing. to teach in college;
whether or not he is bnrolied i a teacher preparation sequence. It
an also serve as a /reference t r the instructor who is already

- e ploying specific /objettives btkt who wants to expand his
k wledge of the technique. Anyon e who wants to thinkthrough
the process and the implications of using precisely stated
objeL, ives in his own teaching iill be aided by the ideas presented
here. i

TI book incliw6a seven' chapters. Backgrounds and defini-
tions ar presented in Chapters I and II. `These are followed iil
Chapter I by a programed lesson in how to write objectives (set
off on yel .w paper so that those who d4ke the stricture of
linear prog ming may avoid it). Chapter IV \extends the objec-
tives- writing esson. in narrative form. Chapter V deals with
implications o the process and Chapter VI offe ivs some legitimate '
criticisms. Sew il sets of specimen objectives,cla ified according
to subject area. and levels of complexity, are duplicated in
Chapter VII. -

Appendicq t at farther elaborate the use of cojectives and
an annotated biblio mphy conclude the book. 1

\
i 10 \
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Chapter One

The practice of specifying objectives in terms :)f observable
student change has received widespread attentionn ifl recent years.
Pioneered decades ago at the University of Chicago by Ralph Tyler
(321, and since advanced by dozens 6t* educators, he concept is
now at least rudimentarily familiar io the majority 14 teachers at
all levels of schooling- It has been exaMined., debaled, advanced,
and deplored by educators, psychologists, and ot4rs concerned
with planning instruction; recent bibliographies Iis hundreds of
articles dealing with the subject 12;61. Although some research on
the tangible effects of specifying objectives has been conducted

"P7 0
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011.1.ECTIVES FOR COLLEGE. COURSES

[5;1$;25;27], most of the 'writing ii the fiefd has beenpolemical.
Some.authors exhort instructors to specify ohjitiv_eikit ultimate
evil befall, them, while aheis, condenaing All "behavidists': to,

,. I .
the nether world, reject the whole idea. The djalpgii lively.

Alttiough"the concept has been around 4t. klongiwhile, the
grabtice of specifYing objectives gained_ iMpetus only when various

i. --- I 1 . .
forms of 'reproducible. Inedi were infroduced to the tolleges.iix the

-1
1950's. Instrzctionaiprogi writers were esplcially_instrumental,-,
In demonstrating the ,idea ,since,., by 7 definition, .5,tri, auto;
Instruction-al ,Koglitm mist, cause learning. Thus, prograiii oblec-
fives h* to- be' spelled out iv terms of changed student
behalilorInuallY meas*i Os.diffe\renees hiperfoftiance:

But although progtamm*k tunird the academic coihmunity's
attention to "behavioral objOttve, the process. should not be
lilicedlo prodamming. It is ./iseffhynitructional form_ It, stems

.-s----frOni concepts basic to institUttonalitwose, pririciples'of. instruc-
tioriN arid theories,: of leamingr.herle,'K it goes far ,beyond any
instnlonal medium. Objectiven not only delineate': curricular
outcomes, thiey also have iniplicati ias for A wide-, variety of
practices. . . . ., .

. .

The concept of defining leant ng in krms of observable or
measurable changes fri behavior Iles been examined by educational

., 'psychologists, instructional experts, and learning theorists. These
specialists attempt to determine the 4°n-sequences of 'specifying
objectives, classify objectives according to various hiseraghies,or
taxomies, and relate the process tk learning and instructional__ ,
theory- and practice. Other _educators trace the implicitionsSof ,

defining learning within thessatools_and assess objectives as they

,..,
impinge on or refit eddcatio,nal philosophy. But though the
people concerned objectives are members of many academic
'disciplines, they are few in number. The concept has not $'et,
received anything appfoxjmating \a thorougji examinatiori. In'
common with most oth4)educatiorkal practices, specific instruc-
tional objectives are receiying their tnals in tile fielther than in
the laboratory. , I

.

Many instructors nott ipecify objec 'yes even though the,x.are
often unmind4d of tjteoretical and p posophical implications. .. ,
Some form of 'the art s practiced by instructors in growing
numbers of schools ?n4 colleges, 9 wt11as by teachers in
ividustrial and armed se ice.s training schools and by writers' of

.. , , I

. A 1-` : .__ 4 __ ..j. _ ,_ .:..:-.:._,:,
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BACKGROUNDS OF THE PROCESS 3

programed texts. In each of these cases, the people involved realize
the impossibility of designing deliberate instructional sequences
unless the outcomes are defined in advancethat is to say, the
student. must think or feel 'differently after the course; the
equipment repairman must be able to make the machine operate
after his training; the learner who works through the program
moist answer the criterion questions correctly7In all cases, the
outcorges are specified as part of the total instructional plan.

The process of. specifying objectives is timely for many
reasons, particularly in view of the fact that our colleges are filled
with all types of students whom it is both possible and desirable to
teach. We know more about the process of human learning than
we did a generation ago. It is feasible not only to arrange
instructional sequences so that measurable learning comes about,
but to alter instructional forms in accordance with the nature of
the tasks the students will be asked to perform as well as to design
and to effect specific changes. As programmed instructional
materials become better developed and more widely used, the
process of tleliberately influencing outcomes will become more
familiar in all colleges. And as "performance contracting"
public educational institutions employing private corporations to
bring about specific student changes on a "no learn/no pay" basis
115;20] spreads, the necessity for defining objectives will become
even more urgent.

The contexf of college instruction, too, has changed since the
time when it was all lecture-textbook, learn or don't learn.
Formerly, ,teaching was so ill-defined as to be immune to valid
assessment. Learning either took place in or out of class; few knew
or cared particularly where or how. Because instruction was
frequently pursued as a set of random activities rather than as a
purposeful process, the instructor usually sorted his students on
the basis of their "abilities. " Terri after terms the process resulted
in' a pattern of marks that closely resembled a: curve of normal
probabilities. Conversely, the current trend toward defining
objectives reflect the present-day instructor's emphasis. on his
actual teaching. Hence, specifying course outcomes is not a fad or
a mere transient approach. ,.

If college instructors are to stay abreast otthe times, then
they must give serious thought to specifying the goals of their own
instruction. They must work through the process in their

13
...-:......_



4 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

coursesbuild their objectives, specify their outcomes, collect the
evidence iif student 1painingor be guilty of abandoning to others
the responsibility they tacitly accepted when they entered the
teaching profeision.

y

i
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Chapter Two

Definitions
of Terms

The rationale for the use of specific instructional objectives
in college courses is predicated on certain definitions. Central to
the thesis of this book, these definitions are basic to the
understanding of the concepts on which it is founded. Unless the
reader comprehends and accepts the terms as they arc defined in
this chapter, he will miss the full implications of the program in
Chapter Three and the text that follows.

Most terms used here hold common usage referrents. How-
ever, four wordsgoals, objectives, instruction, and learningmust
be given particular definitions.

5

/
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6 OBJECTIvbS FOR COLLEGE COURSES

Goals

Goals are statements of the broad ranges of the students'
gainoreabilities or tendencies. The term indicates generally what is
to become of the students who attend the cpllege. Typical goals,
for example, might be:

1) students will be able to communicate effectively;
2) students will understand scientific methodology;
3) - -students will learn to think critically; .:
4) students will appreciate American democratic processes.

M used in this context, educational goals indicate actions to
be taken, skills to be learned, abilities to be gained, attitudes to be
held or modified by the students as a result of their having
attended the institution.

Objectives

The second term is "objectives." As kise d here, an objective is
a specific, observable student action or product of student action.
To satisfy our definition, it must first specify something the
student is to do; second, state the circumstances under which lie
will do it and third, note the degree of accuracy with which he
will perform the action 123].

Note that both goals and objectives indicate something that is
to happen to the studentin the one case, implied attitudes or
abilities to be gained; in the other, specific actions or definite
products of student actions. Under no circumstances will we
consider "goals" or "objectives" something to be provided by the
college or the instructors. To state that a college goal is "to
provide opportunity for students to fulfill themselves" or that an
objective is "to offer courses which meet university requirements"
is inappropriate. These and similar terms come under the heading
of institutional purpose and should not N confused with goals and
objectives.

Instruction

Why goals and objectives within the college? Their rationale
depends on the premise that the fundamental reason for any
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7

educational enterprise is to allow, or, better stated, to cause
people to change to learn. Education is a consequential (as
opposed to a theoretical or formalistic) process of changing. All
instruction is designed to lead students to perform tasks they
could not perform previously, to have them think different
thoughts, pursue different aims. Instruction is the deliberate
sequencing of events so that learning occurs. it is neither a random
encounter between adult and youth nor some kind of clasl rbom-
centered experience without definable meaning. It is a process, not
a group of activities in which "instructors" typically engage. It has
internal order and sequenie, purpose and effect.

Learning

Learning is changed capability for, or tendency toward,
acting in particular ways. It is a retainable quality, not one
ascribable to temporary states of mind caused by drugs or fatigue.
Nor ig it change that occurs as a result of normal growth or
maturation. It too, 'It a process, one "by which an activity
originates or is changed through reacting to an encountered
situation." 117]

in Sum

Learning does not necessarily depend on instruction; a
changed capability for or tendency toward, acting in particular
ways may occur without an extrinsically designed and adminis-
tered sequence of events. However, instruction dues depend on
learning. Either students gain changed capabilities and/or tend-
encies. or the instructional effort has failed ipso facto.

Goals and objectives are statements that lend direction to
instruction. They enable instructors to infer the success of their
efforts by assessing students' abilities before and again after the
instructional sequences. And goals and objectives themselves
become part of the process of instruction because they influence
student learning in many ways. These are the premises on which
the process of defining outcomes is based.

17
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Chapter Three

A Programed
Lesson_ in

Objectives Writing

i

This instructional program is for people concerned with
developing individual courses within a curriculum. For conve-
nience, the program is worsted as though individual faculty
members were preparing objectives for individual students even
though others for example, students or colleagues -may fre-
quently participate in the process.

The purpose of this program is to lead you, the reader, to the
ability to set specific, measurable objectives for your courses so
that others can understand what your instruction seeks to
accomplish. You will learn to recognize objectives properly stated

9

18
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10 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

and to apply criteria for objectives. As you go through the
program, m..ak your responses to the questions before turning the
page. The correct answers are noted on the page following each
question.

n

K
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A PROGRAMED LESSON IN OBJECTIVES WRITING 1 I

The purpose of the college curriculum is to lead

Li

II

13

.....---1

students

instructors

. to gain certain skills, attitudes, and abilities.

.4

20
...,
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The correct answer is number

A

t

,

.e

-,E

,.
;..

OBJECTIVES FOR C01.4.EGE COURSES

-1. S

ti

21

r.
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students.
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A PROGRAMED LESSON IN OBJECTIVES WRITING 13

The first step in writing curricular and courie objectives,
then, is to determine what it is you expect the

student

0 instructor

to be able to do at the end of the unit.

'I

22 -
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OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

The correct answer is II , for if the purppse of the course is
to lead students to certain abilities, a course objective which states.

that which the instructor will be able to do is inappropriate.

41
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A PROGRIMED LESSON IN OBJEC P S WRITING IS

IPick the best stated abjectly from this list:

.

U

El

i

The course will cover critical thinking.
t

The student will learn to think critically:

o

- ,-:
The instructor will analyze the process of
critical thinking.

tt

/

,

/
/

/
l/

:....,
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OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE OiURSE§.

The correct answer is El .Althouih: and may be
necessary to bring the strident to the ability,. to.think Critically,
objectives should be stated in terms of Wha,1the student, himself,
will be doing dining or aftei.the course unit/

0

ag5
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Mere is a goat frequently included in college catalogs:

Students Will be prepared to accept the responsibilities of
democratic citizenship, ! ,

Faculty members who wished, to aid student? becoming
respOnsible citizens Would decide on course objectives for students

to achieve. Suppose; for _example, an instructor sileqed "Kiliiwr
ledge of the Bill of Rights" as ope valid goal toward which; his
students should strive. Which of these objectives best states that
goal?

A

4.7

o

0,

The instructor will-discuss the Bill of Rights.

a
-

The student will know the Provisions st!f the
Bill of Rights.

0

o
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The correct response is 13 , for it is student knowledge
toward which we strive, not instructor's aotior The instructor -, -

might, and often does, discuss much without the students learrithg
anything.

.

.

4

,

OP
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A PROGRAMED LESSON IN OBJECTIVES WRITING 19

Suppose the instructor selected as 'another .worthy course
goal, "Understanding the differences between democratic and
authoritarian behavior." Which of thesi objectives best states that
understanding?

4

1

E The students will 'recognize examples of
democratic and authoritarian behavior.'

El

(
The course will include a unit on "Democracy-
vs. Authoritarianism."

- 28.42
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The correct response is II

9

44



-A PROGRAMED LESSON-IN OBJECTIVES WRITING -21

The rust two examples dealt with knowledge and under-
stantling basic to responsible citizenAip. Suppose our hypothetical
instructor also wanted his students to hold attitudes favorable
to democratic processeswhich of these objectives best states that
goal?

II
-;.

The student will appreciate the American
democratic process.

The instructor will help the students appre-
ciate detnocracy in the United States.

z 4;0



22 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES _

_ .

_s-

The correct response is n It designates an attitude held
by the student.

should be _specified,* -terms_ of jhat._Which is tii_ _

hap j,in to students themseliehe:picaMPles_givenl_hiv_i_dealt,
with students'_ _knowledge, underatanding, and to be
gained. Objectives may also be ItitelLin. teiins of skills or abilities
to be gained . by .students:__ Thiciirst-..p_rinpre,:ilWays,: js that
011ie..ctilis_inust state the ways in Wileb.,1-initentjViiii
cannOf. properly be written in terms of what thi instructor will do
or

- The next matter to .consider. in specifying Oitisi,ouicipmeS is
knowledge of relults._ How will you has.- *ati_kneit_ to
the studont0. yOU4_knoit_Ak.kiiiie ;earned? Inour
previous examples, we said the dentiwu1dJthotheBilLof
Rights,. understand _

authoritarianism, and _.apprecfatil.clittiOciatio 1?5) Costes., Ofip_c_ity_.
not simply assume that, as n result of thieit attending the course, . _

the students gained this knawiedgeoinderifinciiiii, and appricia:.._.
lion. The instructor Must attempt ..to.gatheriVidenae Of learning
achieved. -

.

131
-A4-4 -
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A PROGRAMED LESSON IN OBJECTIVES WRITING 23

.a Thy second step in specifying objectives, then, is determin-
ation of attainmentdemonstration that The desired change has
taken place.

Perhaps the most common method of determining student
change in a college course is the written examination. If the
instructor chooses to use this method, which of these statements
would best be incmorated in his objective?

Mb

I2

I [D The student will show that he knows the Bill
of Rights.

El

Ei

t.

ti

The student will give evidence of his know-
ledge of the Bill of Rights.

The student will, respond to test items on the
Bill of Rights.

32



24 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

The correct response is number
performanceone tangible form of evidence.

U

4

33
4 -

. it specifies test
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The correct response is number , . Answers n and
also specify examination performance. However, they do not

state the type of exam or the number of items necessary for the
student to show that he knows the provisions of the Bill of Rights.

35
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htoilin$ to our second idrlier ._exampje,_ how cad' =we. to. .

diewhen- the Sindent'undets n e erenee ween mocincy-
and authoritarianism?' The,_:_iriStincfne-nikht 4s. AllMtaV.
demonstrating tfiat cinderstind rigJ,eIt en _emu

statements would then besifelnpOticiateitiiiieo
_

_ "Thstii-clenficii4
compa ng:_and= con casting
-authoritarianism,
The studen0411,write e.
on dernitoOneynitita,utigi:
he includesilie3fOliciiiiii -P

ward eiti

a)

b) ehavioi
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OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

The correct response is number It is not enough to
specify an ssay in' which the student "compares and contrasts."
Comparing land contrasting are general terms that mean many
things to many people._ The objective should include approximate
length of the paper expected and directions regarding points to be
included.

Note that precise specification of.expeoled student action .
also lends precision to the instructor's examination items.

: ,

,
37;
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30 - ORIECTIVEVOR COLLEGE COURSES

The better answer is number El , for there is littie.
ambiguity as to the nature of the test and the type of thinking
which the studen't must apply to the problem.

-

.39
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But in our third example, we set an attitudinal objective
"The student will appreciate the American democratic process."
"How do we determine the extent to which the student appreciates
democracy? How write a test to measure an attitude?

Knowledge, understanding, and appreciation can all be
.assessed by .otiserving'student actions or products of those actions,
If we cannot measure student achievement in classroom exams, .

Perhaps our students' appreciation of democracy can be deter-
._

mined by out-of-class behavior. .

Suppose the instructor decided that itudents'.appreciation of
democricSic could be assesses by determining whether or not the
students voted when they became eligible, he could then set out to
gather evidence of their independent actions. How would such an
objective he stated?

El

Eligible students will vote.
, .

Eligible students will vote in the next general
election.

Eligible students will vote many times during
their lifetimes. .1 ,



32

. .

.fdr the student to vote. many times during his life, such' a
statement is itself vague. It is relatively easy for an instructor to
determine if his `students voted idone election. Ohjectivei must be
written so that their attainment can be assessed.

/
OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

The correct response is 61.. Although a general aim may be

k

S

4
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34 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

Conditions of performance in number H indicate that the
student will be allowed to use a reference work while answering
the questions. Number pi is a better objective because it
communicates mole itformation.

: 43 .

.

/
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A PROGRAMED LESSON III OBJECTIVES WRITING,

In our second ex rhpli, we had the student apalyzing
paragraphs descriptive f politial events in order to etermine
whether they were in icative of democratic Or authoritarian
behavior.

Which of these sta
the conditiohs under whi h the student will respond?

meats, added to the ob! tive, specifies

.
Given 10 paragraphs descriptive 4 political, events, the student
will note which i icate democratic and 'which aulhoritari,a9-
behavior by: /',.

n
a

El

Iv

,oR
/ .

Responding to multiple choice test items.

Answering True-False items with no refer-
, enees at hand.

A

Marking on an answer sheet with a pencil.

4

44
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36 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

,

The best response is ig . It indicates the exact conditions
under which the learning is to be demonstrated-True-False items
with no references at hand.

..,

hi

4..

I
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In our third example, the student was to indicate his
appreciation of the democratic process by voting.

Which of these statements, added to the objective, indicates
conditions under which the performance is to occur?

..

Eligible students will vote in the next general election:

.

In

13

Ei

If they are registered.

Voluntarily.

For the ,candidates ;of their
choice.

4,6
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The best response is 191 . "Voluntarily" suggests that the
student has been stimulated to act on his own.

VO

47
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In all cases, dbjectives must specify the conditions under
which the performance will occur. These might be instances of
voluntary or mandatory behavior; in-class or out-of-class action;
written or verbal performance; whether or not reference works
will be permitted, and so forth. A blanket disclaimer such as
"Unless otherwise stated, all performance will be under usual
examination conditions," may be used in practice to head certain
lists of objectives.

.
One more specification and the objective is complete: The

demonstration of learning, the conditions of performance and,
last, the criterion or standard. Setting the criterion simply involves
a decision as to the degree of accuracy which the instructor
considers adequate for the achievement of the particular objective.
The standard might range from 100%, on objecthes which are
themselves prerequisite to later objectives, down to a much lower
level for complex, higher-order behaviors.

i
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SPECIFICATIONS

1) What learning is to be achieved by the student, and how will
the learning be demonstrated?

2) Under what conditions is the student to demonstrate his
gained ability?

$ ,
3) What standard is to bo considered adequate for achievement

of the objective?

,
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Consider these examples, all which would occur "Under
usual written examination copdition" First, at the end of an
early unit in a bidlOgy course, what sho6 d the standard be?

41

Given a list of 10 basic terms commonly
student 'will, without references, select the core

100%

50%

20%.

.1 ill, biology, the
ct definition with

1

accuracy from a list provided.
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.

The best answer is LI , 100%. If terms are basic to
understanding the course, the student should know all of them
before being allowed to continue.

.1.

. 51
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Mark your response for this example.
V

Verbally, without references, the student will state with

I

ri

I,

II

El

II

.
100%

67%

33%

. . , , .
l'.

accuracy the thtee- criteria to be followed in writing specific
objectives.

1

.4
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The correct response is U 100%. An objective that does
not indicate the student's performance, the conditions, and the'
degree of accuracy, is not at all a specific objective.

._

n
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.

Other objectiveS may well require less than 100% perfor-
mance. For eXample: .

o

in an open book examination, the student will write an essay of
500-1000 words in which he Aelects and explains 4 exaMplis of
authoritarian behavior demonstrated by Franklin Delano Roose.
velt during his first term. Essay to ,include definition of
authoritarianism, description of events, and rationale for Roose-
vat's actions.

e

-4

, .
For this objective, the instructor may be .satisfied, that the

student understands authoritarian behavior If he can find and
explain three earnplesthus, 75% accuracy would suffice.

Criteria to be included, then, depend on the nature of the Ja
task and its liosition in the sequence of tasks required for
completion of the course or curriculum. Objectives requiring
Abilities prerequisite to the successful fulfillment of la.ter objec-
tives would carry higher criterion standards. Termiiial ,tasks often
demand less than 100% performance.

)

.. .58
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Now for the tenninal task for this program. Here are the
three criteria which must 6 applied to all specific instructional
objectives:

.
Provision must be made for the .student to demonstrate a
particular attitude or ability.

The conditions finder which the student's performance is to occur
are to be noted.

A criterion or standard of performance must be given.

Eight objectives are stated on the following pages. Each
objective may meet one or more of the criteria listed or it may
meet none of them. Your task is to determine, for each objective,
which criteria it meet: anti to so indicate by marking the

...
appropriate response.

t 5
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Here is the, first objectiv.e:

47

1) The instructor will analyze the backgrounds of the Civil
War in 3 1-hour lectures.

Check the appropriate box or boxes.

n a

b

a

,

The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular attitude or
ability,

The conditions under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A 'specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

56
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Did you find an expressed or implied ability to be gained by
the students? No. From all you can tell, the instructor might
analyze in an empty room. No ability to be gained is demon-
strated, no evidence of learning is gathered. And, of course, no
conditions or criteria are listed. None of the criteria for specific
instructional objectives was met. A statement like this affords no
direction to your students.

.

.

4'

/
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Try this one:

2) Given a list of 10 inaugural dates, the student will match
them with complete accuracy against a given list of
presidents' names.

pi MThe objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular attitude or
ability.

b

el

The conditions under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted. \

,

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

z

. P8
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Is there a specific ability implied? Yes, knowledge sufficient
to niat,;:h certain designed MUMS and dates. How will you know
the student has gained this ability? He will match one given list
against another. But under what conditions? On a written, test?
Verbally ? In an overnight or open-book assignment? Conditions
are not specified.

"Complete Accuracy," however, is an acceptable criterion.
Thus, you should have checked and

59
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Apply the criteria to this third example:

3) In a 1hour exam, the student will write satisfactory
responses to 4 of 7 essay questions on the Civil War.

AP

a

b

a

f
The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular attitude or
ability.

The conditions under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

-I,

60
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What specific ability is implied? Knowledge sufficient to
answer questions on the Civil War is c;-:te a vague requirement.
The questions might deal with military, political, or social events,
domestic or foreign affairs the possibilities are endless. The first
criterion is thus not met. Although the ability to be demonstrated
is not specified, other criteria for objectives are met. Conditions
under which (1 specified type of exam will be taken are suggested.
The standard? Four of seven correct.

The objective meets criteria Ei and ri , but 0 , the
ability to be demonstrated, is not clearly specified.

61
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4) In the classroom, the student will thread a #4A surgical
suture needle within 10 seconds.

L..

D-

ri

b

El

The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular, attitude.or
ability.

The conditions under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

1
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What is the ability? Threading a surgical needle is )ndicative
of a certain manipulative skill.

Conditions, "in the classroom," land a criterion, "within 10
seconds," are also specified.

' This otjective satisfies all three 'criteria.

a

. .:
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5) The student will write a 100-200 word paragraph free of
gross grammatical errors (run-on sentences, sentence frag-
ments, spelling mistakes) on a subject of his choice.

i

a

CI

CI

The :objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particu3ar attitude or
ability.

The conditions under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

..-

0 4
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What is the ability? Writing a paragraph which meets certain
specifications. Conditions none specified. Will the demonstration
of gained ability take place in class? Will the st *dent be allowed to,
use a dictionary? The standard is included. "Free of gross
grammatical errors" is sufficiently specific.

You should have checked n1 and rolDA 1...

ir

r \
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6) Of his own volition, the student will purchase several books
of contemporary poetry during the 6 months following the
course.

LJ

El

b

57,

The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular attitude or
ability.

The conditions. under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

86
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What is the ability? No ability is specified, but an attitude is
clearly implied. A student who, 'on his own; purchases books of
poetry is giving evidence of some feeling toward the works.

Conditions? Voluntary.
Criterkiii? "Several" is somewhat vague.
Some 111114 ("I to 3"; "5 or more") might have been stated.

Although the objective is apparently satisfactory, problems arise
when the instructor attempts to measure attainment unless a

-
Criterion is spelled out. ,

You should have checked 1:1 and

-I

\ . si6 7

1

b
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7) Within 2 years after the course, the student will participate
in a political campaign by distributing handbills, making
phone calls, etc., for a candidate for a period of not less
than 40 hours.

I

v

El

b

El

i

59. -

The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demonstrate a particular attitude or.
ability.

The conditkiris under which the student's
performance is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

s s

0 4'
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O

Again, we have evidence of an attitude, this one in favor of
taking, an active part in political processes.

Conditions? Voluntarily, within two years,
Criterion? "Foritot less than 40 hOurs."
This objective meets all requirements for a specific, meastr-

able course objective.

H

O

O

4,
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8) The student will understand and be able to'use terms and .

concepts b3Ste to the study of authrbpology.

a

b

a

5
The objective includes provision for the stu-
dent to demorstrate a particular attitude or
ability.

- .

The conditions under which the student's
perfonnarwe is to occur are noted.

A specific criterion or standard of perform-
ance is given.

i

.70
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This is an example of a general unit goal -a lead-in to specific
objectives. How will the student show he understands terms?
By defining them on an exam? By using them properly in his
written papers or in class discussions? Under what conditions?
How many terms? With what degree of accuracy?

As stated, the objective meets none of the criteria, but you
can make it meet all of them.

Your final task for this program is to write a specific,
measurable objective which stems from the general goal before
you. On the following page restate the goal as an objective that
meets all three criteria.

71
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Goal- The studei will understand and be able to use terms and
concepts bask to the study of anthropology.

Objective:

72
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You could hie written any of several objectives. Here is one
example:

Given any IS terms from the Intached list of 50, the student will
wnte sentences in which he uses the terms correctly in context.
In dass, no references permitted. Criterion: 80%.

Note there is little ambiguity as to the number of terms the
student is expet.ted to know, the conditions under which he will
demonstrate his knowledge. or the degree of Lompeteni.y he must
exhibit.

Could others. looking at the objective you wrote tell exactly
what your instruction seeks to accomplish?

Could you?

73
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Chapter Four

Goals and
Objectives

in Sequence

Within the format described in the preceding chapter, goals
and objectives that suggest a variety of student activities may be
written. Objectives may specify in-ciass or cut-of-class behavior or
tasks prerequisite to other tasks, they may suggest any type of
changed attitude or ability, tendency or skill. A few, examples of
goals and objectives which demonstrate the WO they link together
are presented in this chapter.

65
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Goals

In general. college goals are drawn from sources both
extraand intra-institutional. Whether programs come under the
heading of liberal or general education, vocational preparation as
community service, goals are influenced by governing board
policies". social pressures, types of students, administrators' and
instructors' orientations, and a host of other factors. Whatever the
source of the goals, however, objectives may be derived from
them.

"The student will be able to communicate effectively in
writing." That goal. or one similar to it, stems from a commitment -
to general education, it is broad enough to be found in most
college statements of direction. But objectives must be built, for
several institutional needs are not served by the goal statement
alone. Attempts, for example, to esaluate the college's success in
effecting the designated ability in its students could not be
undertaken on the basis of the goal as stated. Construction of
curriculum might take any direction, for interpretations of
"effective communication" vary widely. And instructional
procedures could not be established with any assurance of direct
relevance. The specification of objectives is prerequisite to all
those undertakings.

Terminal Objectives

An objective must meet three criteria: It must specify a
student action or product of such action, it must state the
conditions under width the perfonnance will occur, and it must
establish a minimum performance criterion. a standard. There are
many forms of writing that could be interpreted as "effective
communication." For instance, if the student produces d coherent
composition, he is giving evidence of his ability to communicate
effeLtisely in writing. To meet the first criterion for the objective,
then. we need to specify the type and approximate length of the
composition and certain other pertinent facts:

The .t tident v.111 write .1 descriptive essay of $(X)-1000 words on a
top, to be assigned
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That is the task performance by means of which the student shows
he can communicate. Several other student actions may be derived
from the same goal, for example:

The student will write a 300-500word set of specifications for
construction of a model airplane.

The student will write a 75-125word description of one of 20
plants which may be found on campus.

In each of these examples, the action to be taken by the
student is specified. In each ease, the student is giving evidence
that he can communicate effectively in writing and, in each case,
the nature of the communication is specified in advance.

The second criterion is a statement of the conditions and
circumstances of the action. Do we want ouj,,student to gain
ability to write his paper in class in a specified period of time? Do
we want him limited to the use of certain reference materials?
Conditions may be stated thus:

Essay will be written in 2 hours under examination conditions,
dictionary may be used.

Description will be mitten as an overnight assignment.

Student will be allowed 3 days and all library resources to write
the paper.

Essay will be written in 50 minutes with no aids and no rewrites
permitted.

We have established the circumstances u nder which the
action will take place.

/laving set the task and the conditions. only the minimum
acceptable standard remains to be specified. We 'nay want to al:ow
'a few errors:

No gross grammatical errors (sentence fragments, run -ons), not
more than 2 errors in spelling and 3 in punctuation.

,76
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We may want the student to communicate effectively
regardless of his grammar:

Description will enable the instructor to identify each of the
plants from a set of 20 pictures.

1

We may require that the essay be mechanically near perfect.

No gross grammatical errors (sentence fragments, run-ons), no
errors in spelling or in punctuation.

Setting the standard or criterion depends on many factors
the importance of the task, the previous abilities of the students,
the time available for instruction, and so on. The point is that
some minimum standard must be included in each objective.

Put all together, here is an objective as it might be stated in
practice:

In a 2hour examination, the student will write a 500 -f000-
word descriptive essay on a topic to be assigned. No gross
grammatical errors and a maximum of 2 errors in spelling and 3 in
punctuation will be allowed. Dictionary may be used.

Note that there remains little ambiguity as to the nature of the
task by means of which the student,demonstrates his ability to
communicate. Here are others:

Given 3 days and the resources of the library, the student will
write a 300.500-word set of specifications for construction of a
model airplane. Specifications will be such that any woodworking
student would be able to build and fly the plane.

Given 20 pictures of plants, the student will write a 75.125-word
description of one of them so that the instructor may identify the
plant. Paper may include no gross grammatical or spelling errors.
Dictionary will be allowed. Tiine: 30 minutes.

Note that in all these tasks terminal to a particular
instruttional sequence, the student is acting under a definite set of
i.onditions when he denNnstrates his ability to communicate. We

. 77
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are not speculating on whether or not or how well he can do it.
His abilities to organize his thoughts, to handle language, to use
rules of grammar, to spell, and so forth, are demonstrated in the
task that he has performed.

Interim Objectives -

After the terminal task has been specified, interim objectives
may be built. What are the several abilities prerequisite to the
student's writing a composition? One can think of dozens and
each can b defined as a separate task. A set of interim tasks or
objectives may be plotted so that the student is led to the desired
end ability. As in the case of terminal objectives, each must meet
three criteria: A task indicative of a gained ability must be
specified, conditions under which the performance will occur must
be noted. and a minimum achievement standard must be set.

Here are a few examples of objectives designed to demon-
strate abilities prerequisite to the task of writing an essay:

1) The goal is that the student recognize appropriate titles:

Given a 500word descriptive essay and 8 titles, 2 of which
may be considered appropriate to the essay, the student
will select I of the 2 tides. Time allowed, 8 minutes. No
reference work permitted.

2) The student must recognize the flow of ideas:

Given 6 paragraphs, the student will order them M sequence
appropriate to form a coherent composition. Time allowed,
10 minutes. No reference works permitted.

3) Does the student understand paragraph structure?

Given a paragraph and 6 possible topic sentences, the
student will select the sentence which best applies. 5
minutes, no reference works.

Given 6 sentences, the student will, within 7 minutes. order
them in sequence to form a paragraph. No references
permitted.
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There are, of course, many more, but a critical point in
...urriculum construction is that each of the prerequisite abilities be
itself stated as a specific objective. Only in that manner can checks
be applied to the system at every point and the entire sequence of
relevant experiences be efficiently directed and appropriately
evaluated.

Beyond the Classroom

One criticism sometimes applied to the process of specifying
instructional objectives is that performances which may be tested
in the classroom are too limited-that the truly important
outcomes of instruction are exhibited in student behaviors beyond
college walls. Defining out-of-class actions-may be undertaken in
terms of specific objectives. Tapping the student's mind directly to
determine whether he has gained certain abilities is impossible we
instead arrange for him to perform certain tasks which we agree
are indicative of his holding those abilities. A similar process
applies to the attitudes which affect his other behaviors. If we
accept the premise that the college is charged with affecting
attitudes, and once we agree on the nature of those attitudes-two
rather significant assumptions the next task is to determine from
the student's actions whether and how his feelings have been
affected.

A long-range goal sometimes found in college catalogs is "The
student will exercise the privileges and responsibilities of demo-
cratic citizenship." Again, it is not the intent here to argue for or
against the statement as a definition of purpose, however, it seems
sufficiently broad to be generally acceptable. What remains is to
translate the goal into operational terms into one or more specific
objectives.

Many behaviors may indicate that students are exercising the
responsibilities of citizenship. voting is one. Consider this specific
objective:

The student. of °legible, shall voluntarily register to vote within
the 6 months following the course.

We have an action suggesting an attitude. the circumstances
voluntarily, within six months, and a criterion either he registers

79 .
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or he doesn't. A specific objective has been derived from a general
goal.

Here is another behavior that might stem from a similar
attitude toward democratic processes:

Of his own volition, while he is enrolled in the course or within 6
months thereafter, the student will write a letter to a public
official in which he states his position on a matter of community
concern.

The student is acting in a particular manner, the conditions ("of
his on volition") are indicated, and a criterion (either he writes it
or he does not) is suggested. Ambiguity as to whether or not the
student has gained the desired attitude has been reduced. His
actions suggest his attitudes.

The issue of acquired tastes also arises in discussions of
curriculum and course organization. The instructor may want his
students to gain appreciatiod for forms of art other than those
commonly presented in the popular media. Consider these
objectives:

Of his own volition, the student will attend at least 2 legitimate
stage productions during the next year.

Without its being noted as a course requirement, the student shall
participate in a poetry reading or drama group prior to the end of
the term.

Although poetry is not "covered" in the course, theistudent shall
read at least 5 poems by contemporary Americans within 6
months after the end, of the term. Conditions: voluntary.

The behaviors, the conditions, and the criteria are all specified.
These and similar objectives may be built for ?articular

COLITSCS or they may be part of a departmental charge. In all cases,
however, the first consideration is to determine what observable
student actions we will adept as being indicative of certain
attitudes. We may then set out to plan interim objectives designed
to lead the student in the desired direction. It may not always be
feasible or expedient for an individual instructor to collect data on

80
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the achievement of out-of-class objectives. Nevertheless, they
shoulu be deliberately constructed, for they serve as excellent
guiding principles for curriculum development.

81
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Chapter Fii'e

Implications
of tile Process

.4.

. ..

Many questions1 ranging from requisite pedagogical and
administrative adjustments to philosophical and theoretical
implications arise Whenever instructors consider using specific
objectives in thei? courses. AU possible concomitants cannot be .

stated because the study of social structures or individual human
endeavors simply does not offer concepts or methodologies
sufficiently comprehensive to encompass every contingency..
Nevertheless, some attempt to understand the issues must be
made, for specifying objectives is more than a casual exercise. it is
a way of conceptualizing institutional purpose- hence, it affects
nearly all pre-existing practices and tendendies.

73
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Many educators have liscu the implications of specifying
objectivesBurns 171, M. Ai Lindvall 1211, and Tyler
1331, to ,name just a few. I

?
n one paper, Popham 1281, who has

done much study in the area, lists eleven reasons frequently given
"in ocfposition to objectives." These reasons include such conten-
tions as. Trivial objectives are more likely to be stated than really
important outcom.s, objectives prevent the, instructoi from taking
advantage of unexpected instructional opportunities, specifying
objectives in certain subject areas h more difficult than in others,
and measurability implies accountability, hence, instructors might
be judged on their ability to cause lear- 'ng. Popham C3unters
these argumer6 by pointing oat that actual objectives must be
brought to light because instructors too frequently conceal their
intentions behind vague statements, explicit ends do not neces-
sarily imply specific means; and instructots in all fields judge
student work, therefore, they should specify their criteria for so
doing. In answer to the question of teacher accountability, he
suggests that instructors should be assessed on the basis of their
students' learning a concept e .plored in depth in a monograph by
Cohen and Brawer (111.

Other writers have attempted to explain the concept as it
relates to different areas. Smith 1301 has discussed the process in
armed-service education; Mager and Clark 12.41 in industrial
training. Cohen 19;101 relates it to the junior college. However,
much of the writing on objectives has been devc '.1d to polemic in
favor of, :r antagonistic to, the process and many legitimate
questions remain. Some of these will be considered here.

Relevan Questions

1"
Who shcold write objectives for a course?

it is difficult to conceive of instructors at the collegelevel
accepting objectives written by anyone other than them-
selves. The present role expectations for he profession
suggest the impossibility of this. However( an even more
important consideration than the fact that instructors
would not accept objectives written by others, is the
contention that they should not. Each teachtr must work
through the process on his own or in association with his

8.3
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students and/or colleagues; it has a definite effect on his
perception of his own role and on the way he addresses-the
broader processes of instruction.

15'

2. Should two or more instructors usv the same set of
objectives?

If both instructors are teaching different sections of the
same course, it is desirablebut not essentialthat they
agree on common objectives. They may do so and still
retain their own preferences for particular media. For
example. as Diederich j 14j has suggested, one instructor of
literature might want to "teach the mystery novel Js
written by Poe": another might insist that his students
"learn to analyze mystery novels by studying Conan
Doyle." Yet both might agree on an objective that required
the student to analyze a novel by Rex Stout as evidence of
his ability to comprehend this form of writing. In each case,
the teacher would be "teaching" to his own predilection,
but the students in both courses would be learning similar
skills and giving evidence or their learning by performing
comparable tasks.

3. Must the wording be so strict and according to form?

The important point here is that the precise nature_of the
task be outlined. However. instructors have been successful
with certain deviations from the form described in this
book. For example. instead of beginning each objective
with the statement. "The student will ...," some instruc-
tors prefer to say, 'You will ..." in order to make their
statements more personally directed. Other variations in
_wording may be tr s but, in every case, it is essential that
The task, conditions, and criteria be stated or clearly
implied in the contekt.

4 How detailed should objectives be? Should every litt:e
step be specified?

the guiding principle here is. "The clearer and more
specific the objectives, the less complex an Instructional-
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learning system needs to be 1221. However, preciwri need
not mean overly-detailed specifications and assessments. An
emphasis on minutiae gives rise to criticism that the trees
are being focused on at the expense of the forest. Too
much detail" in planning single leanly ; steps results in fixed
media that makes revision awkward.

It is probably best to begin with stated end-of-cuurse
objectives and then to plan objectives that would come at
the end of each unit in the course. Course units might
typically be those segments that are tested in weekly or
monthly quizzes. More detailed objectives might be built
for important prerequisite steps. However, caution should
be taken that each interim or subordinate objective fits
witlinrilie total instructional plan. Appendix C offers one
plan for sequencing objectives.

5. Canal'. possible outcomes be specified?

It is not possible to detail all concomitants of an instruc-
tional plan. Even within the same instructional setting.-'
different students learn different things and unanticipated
results frequently occta. However, it is desirable to attempi
to list as many of the likely consequences as possible. There
is nollimg ro lose and much to be gained by so doing.

b. Some las!. s are more complex than others. but when
objecttses follow a 4;ommon format, it is as though they
were all of equal worth. What about this?

The formats for objectives may be similar, but the relative
omplexity of the tasks involved may be quite different. In

some courses, all objectives might be written at the level of
simple recall 141 because the nature of the subject matter
demands a great deal of knowledge of data. ()the: instruc-
tors may have as their major intent the budding of attitudes
favorable toward some process or concept: in these cases.
"affeCtive" 1181 objectives may dominate. Still others
might specify single complex tasks and, rathet than attempt
to break down the tasks into their constituent parts and
spei.iiv prerequisite abilities, they might dedicate their
instructional efforts to criticizing students' att..mpts to
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produce work demonstrating their overall ability. Much
depends on the subject area, the "level" of the course, and
the instructor's predilections. And instructional time
alloted to different objectives may vary.

7 How often should objectives be revised?

The process of specifying objectives is just that a puicess.
Objeenves should be revizeil whenever course emphases
change. new knowledge appears evident, entering abilities
and attitudes of the students shift, new media become
available, and so on. The setting of objectives is a dyr antic,
continuing process, not a one-time event. Revisions , very
term arevi too frequent.

..,

8. What abilities must students possess at the time they ,,
_

. enter a course for which objectives have been previously
specified?

As J conimmitant to specifying objectives that are to be
attained by the end of a course or program, the instructor
should also specify those competencies the student must
manifest upon entrance These, too, can be written as
precise abilities, h the case of courses or course units that
follow in sequence. the objectives that stand at the head of
prerequisite units might serve as minimum expectancies for
students entering the units that follow.

Should the students be told in advance what the course
objectives are

1 x,eps in the cases when: objectives specify "voluntary"
performance, objectives should definitely be communicated
to the students. The exception results from the obvious
consideration that the instructor cannot be sure his
students have acted voluntarily it he has told them of his
expestations their school background and the "student"
rote they iypiLalty adopt suggest~ they will he stimulated to
report i..ertain attitudes and behaviors they may not i'i tact,
hold BM .ill "4. 'Ina 'yr" and "mandatory" obieLuses
shoold he revealed
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Communicating objectives can have the effect of removing
the veil of secrecy that too often surrounds instructors'
expectations. It can also serve as an aid to learning because
when students know exact* what is expected of them they
can focus their attenti on relevant aspects of the
instructional media (readings, lectures, etc.).

To be sure that the students understand the objectives and
thus realize the full benefits to be derived.from advance
specification and communication, the instructor should
assess their comprehension at the time he distributes the
objectives. This can be done rather quickly by means of a
procedure such as that noted in Appendix A.

10. Should all students be required to work toward the
svne objectives?

1

1 is frequently possible to specify objectives at comparable
lekels of performance, but requiring different tasks. For
ex kite, a course outline might include the statement, "All
objecOe.3. at the level of recall must be attained by all
students. However, students may elect to submit evidence
of their achievement of any 3 objectives from the group
labeled " Thus, the instructor could offer alter-
natives. taking care all the while that the options require
the same degree of complexity of thought.

Another possibility is to begin with goal such as, "The
studtnt Will learn to appreciate music" and to specify ,an
objective that allows for alternative perfonuance. For
example, "Prior to the end of the course the student will,
) his own volition. attend a concert. begin to take lessons
on a musical instrument, read a biography of one of the
great composers. or gm' rrmrlar ertdence of his bee.ommg
more (wpm( tame of mime " In Is ease, the instructor IS
writing himself in AS the judge of what alternative evidence
he will accept

i 1 Should each %Indent to a worm: h es, pe.4. led 10 acilleve
all objectivs'
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The answer to tins question depends on answers to a
number, of other questions. How important is each objec-
tive? That is. would failure to attain one objective prejudice
the student's chances of attaining the next? If so, then each
student must demonstrate achievement on each objective in
sequence. This would be particularly important in courses
where a student would be lairly.lost unless he followed the
groupea,:h step of the way.

Is the time fixed for completion of the course? If the
student may take as much time as necessary to fulfill the
come objectives, then he may reasonably be expected to
reach alrof them 131 .

If the instructor plots objectives in hierarchies that demand
different complexities of thinking, he may subdivide his
expectations accordingly. For example, he might anticipate
that 90 per cent of his class would attain all objectives that
demanded "recall of data." whereas lie might expect half
his class or less to attain the objectives that require complex
analyses. hi practice, this might suggest individualized sets
of obicctives. For details, see Appendix D.

12 MI learner% do not learn to the .ante way. Even if each
student is expectcd to demonstrate certain complex
abilities; why hould each be required to go through the
%lime instructional sequence')

It the 0:111w is designed to lead to productions that evince
partikular complex skills. students can be released from
patterned sequences at any time that they submit the
required composition or product. Let's suggest a variable
.al oda with students entering and leaving instructional
.eqi coos or col.ifseA at different times. Some students
pri .ably need the step.by -step instruction leading to the
:on.plex. \k<11, others may grasp the requisite knowledge all
at orke Tice mslitlelln's task IS to ensure that the students
l;arn Within the limits of feasibility, he should select as
matt', diticient media torms and task sequences as required
ior this learning to ok..ur
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13. In addition; to planning instruction add communicating
ewectations to students, what other uses might be
made of objectives?

Sets of objectives have many obvious uses. To name a few.
To counsel students into programs { "Do you want to be
able to do thts?"}.. to publicize courses or. programs by
distributing the objectives to prospective applicants; to
allocate resources rationally by asking questions such as
"What types of learning would be enhanced if we purchased
certain pieces of equipment ?';, to assess relative standards
between courses, in short, to communicate much inform-
tun about courses and programs always within the con
text of deliberate student expectations.

14. What about grades? Why not write a task to be
performed under a certain set of conditions but allow
for variation in criterion performance?

When an instructor fails to set minimum expectations, he in
effect anticipates that students will distribute themselves
along a i.wive of normal probabilities regarding the degrees
of competency they manifest. Each student is thrown into
compctitioh with all others as though they were contending
for a finite amount of knowledge, as though there were just
so much knowledge to go around. Grade marking is a
people-sorting system, specifying objectives is an instruc-
tional process. It the riterion or standard of performanc.0
flexible within an objective, the objective's power as a force
for learning is reduced

15 Some student, simply will not or cannot learn certain
4. ono.ph. flow can an Instructor commit, himself to
student achiesement in adance of the course?

In practice. the instructor need not make a firm com-
mitment mitr to his initial class meeting. 1k Lan assess the
group earl and then set` the criteria of expected perform-
ance regading how many and which objectives the class
will achieve and the numbers t f students who will achieve
them Al that point. he most not 01111i (01111111.1tOCAll Ins
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anticipations to his (lass. he must believe them himself.
Setting complete sets of specific objectives in ilus fashion
may be the single most significant thing an instructor can
do to effect learning.

This last point deserves some elaboration. When an instruc-
tor builds a course and plans assignments, he makes' many
assumptions. He assumes that the students already have a
certainlevel reading ability, time to study,. motivation to
learn, and particular powers of reasoning. He further
assumes that his students will tend to remain seated-for I

fifty minutes, will listen, and will keep their minds from
wandering excessively. Frequently, he even assumes that
they will be .as interested in what he has to say as he is,
himself.

Why not make one more assumption then? Assume that a
specified per cent of the class will achieve certain objec-
tives. Base. the assumption on knowledge of ypical student
populations, entrance test scores, or the way the class
"feels" the first day. Use as further input to the assumption
the per cent of previous classes that achieved similar
olmiceti,,es in the past. Then set a target regarding the
number of students who will achieve the objectives (see
Appendix B).

Some evidence is accumulating which indicates that stu-
dents actually learn more when instructors expect learning
from them 129j If this is so, then an advance commitment
to specified per cents of the class attaining certain
objectives becomes an in .egral part of the teaching process.

Further kffects

c

!he delinition and use of specific objectives has many
concomitants in addition to those already mentioned, there are
broader implications which wa:rant consideration:

A ,otainiong dialog on institutional goals and put.
r=le twin well ensue one that would be based on
aklual =)114 Ci 41tel

/
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Caps and overlappings in the curriculum may be
identified nnd reduced. Is the college committing too
much time and resources to certain goals, not enough
to others?

Organizational patterns and physical plant arrange-
ments may be planned in terms of what is actually
happening to the students. Resources may be ration-
ally applied.

Methods and media may be selected and used
according tii their demonstrated value. A whole basis
for experimentation is established.

The stage is set for a "Pass Only" marking system:
grade marking as a student-sorting device may dis-

.appear.

Test construction and scoring can shift from a
normative base to a criterion-referenced system.

Although the implications could be extended, this. list serves
to releal the magnitude of the process and its potential effects.
Writing the objectives should not be taken lightly. Rather, the
prattle should be examined in terms of the influence it can have
on an institution's or an individual instructor's every activity.
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Chaptcr Six

Criticisms
and Caveats

All is not one-sided. The process of specifying objectives has
its shortcomings, and certain criticisms are valid. However, in
assessing objections. it is important to separate the legitimate
contentions from those that are offered as unwarranted excuses
for maintaining an institutional or individual status quo.

Most of the objections usually raised can be understood in
view of the present college context. The preparation of sets of
objectives requires much effort on the part of instructors who
work in institution, that do not typically reward this behavior.
Currei:tiv. most college instructors arc employed, tetained. and
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supported c.n bases other than their demonstrated ability to define
and to cause learning. The responsibilities of their positions
involve them in a host of tasks only peripherally related-or
frequently totally unrelated to instruction, Moreover, few
instructors choose to enter the profession for the express purpose
of "causing learning," Their perceptions of "teaching" and the
"teacher's role" are at variance with the definitions and phil-
osophical stance on which the ptocess of specifying objectives is
founded, Objections to specified learning on these bases cannot
readily be countered except by appealing to the instructors' sense
of professionalism. Nevertheless, certain valid criticisms may be
raised and some of them will be considered in this chapter,

One reasonable objection relates to the matter of outcomes
that cannot be specified either because they are unanticipated or
because they defy measurement. Another is that it is not possible
to establish causal relations between student learning and the
institutional or instructional environment. Both these objections
may be countered, yet not completely overcome.

Every program has unanticipated outcomes. Every course
leads to changes in student attitudes or behaviors that are not
meJsuri.ble. This may be granted. However. objectives are targets.
places where evaluation can begin. They should not be construed
.is exclusive ends, and assessment of institutional impact need not
be confined solely to measuring attainment of pre-set objectives,
Emilia, the practice of defining outcomes usually leads to the
selection and use of better measurement device. Even so, much,
perhaps niOst, of the learning that occurs in any course is either
unanticipated or unmeasured or both.

The question of causal relationships between teaching and
learning can be countered only by acknowledging the existence of
doubt. E.stablishing the relationships between any it and by
consequence IS at best a tenuous undertaking. The objectives JD:
ah: assumed end of the instructional effort. Perhaps the students
would have learned %OA they did even if there had been no
-teaching," Perhaps not. We can never know for certain. Isluverthi.-
Iv.o.. although may learn whether or not they are taught.
instruction by definition 41 purposetul ende IVOr must be
designed to kid somewhere And objectives ate unparalleled tools
Ier planning in%tielion.
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Although these are reasonable criticisms of objectives as
statements of manifest behavior. they do-not speak to the other
functions of objectives. In addition to their obvious uses,
objectives serve also as liberating forces, mitigating the untoward
effects of required courses. grades, mandated attendance. and
professors whO. consciously or otherwise, attempt to mystify or
confuse students. Their broader purposes Seem effectively to
contravene the objections based on the unmeasurable outcomes
and the unprovable cause-effect relationships.

Onc tellable criticism of the process is that educational
institutions should be dedi6ted to enhancing the individuation
process. In this case, instructors may genuinely desire to enflame
student learning. but they may see learning as an input to student
self-actualization. Accordingly. they may wish to skirt the process
of goal-setting and attempt to work directly with the student as a
way of Ending his personal growth.

instructor who adhere to this position believe that it is never
possible for anyone to select objectives for anyone else; on the
contrary. each person must be provided with some form of climate
or environment that allows him to select experiences pertinent to
his own development. All education is process, never goal.
Further. thus argument contend- that all learning is self-directed.
:hat the individual is a t reatn e. dynamic being generating his own
growth No one can leach anything to anyone. Change must be
internally generated

Change extrinsically induced versus development intrinsically
originated. goal versus process these are valid concerns. In effect.
they seem to deny all curriculum and instruction. And objectives

'do suggest cumculiun and instiuctional sequences. Can these
apparent polar positions be reconciled?

One answer might be to assume it necessary for people to
learn to use tools 'language. poetic forms. the ability to think
critically and t(P know how to apply these tools to a variety of
problem-solving qui.itions. Fading to gain the use of these "'tools
of the race- may well retard individual development. If this is so.
the defined outcomes appioach may be seen as a releasing agent
stimulating certain tOrms 01 learning which. in turn. enhance the
developmental process
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0 ectives, the ends of instruction, thus become 'Swans; the
apparer t product becomes part of the process. When objectives are
seen only as statement, of outcomes, the criticism outlined here
seems to reject their use. When they are perceived as inputs to
learning, the objectives become integral agents of the develop-
mental process.

Another tenable criticism relates to both institutional and
individual functioning. Ambiguous goals and aims have great
defensive value, It is impossible for a critic to snipe at a college
course or program with any great degree of accuracy ir he does not
know what the curriculum is designed 'to accomplish. If we say
"students % III learn to communicate effectively, to think crit-
ically , and to appreciate democracy," but stop short of translating
those goals into specific objectives, who can argue that the
students do not so communicate, think, and appreciate? The
accusation that they have not reached those, cognitive, and
affective states of mind is easily rebutted if for no other reason
than that the charge must he based on terms and data capable of
widely varying interpretation.

A corollary to be considered here is that once outcomes are
specified. the instructor must stand ready to defend each of them.
Nebulous concepts are great for public relations. Anyone who
challenges the individual's statement that he intends to lead his
student% to "exercise rh. privileges and responsibilities of demo-
cratic citizenship" is attacking Flag Day and the Futirih of July.
But translate that exercise into particular habits of voting,
camp.iigning and becoming involved in public issues. and someone
in the college or in its supporting community will not approve.
Once communicated, specific objectives will be questioned, and
the more NULeatil the instructor is in bringing his students to the
abilitie% and tendencies tO perform designated tasjcs, the more
intense the questioning will become. Paradoxic,illy, ambiguity. .

inefficiency. and instructional procedures of unknown effect are,
in this ease. sturdy defenses. .

Other matters concern the instructor more personally. As
long as he fads to define his objectives in precise terms, he does
not liave to face up to his own motives. lie can always delude
himself as to his real worth as a teacher by saying, "I put il vision
of truth and beauty before in- students. i am trulY.sorry most of
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them could not grasp it, but that's the way it goes." When he
writes objectives and makes advance commitment to student
learning, he is fOrced to spell it all out. to acknowledge his actual
intentions. Does he want' to teach br to sort? ... to enhance or, to
deny? For many people this form of introspection is notZ.!asy , for
some. it may be impossible.

There are other matters of particular import to , the
institution as a whole. Once objectives are spelled out in spicific.
measurable terms. instructional methods become considerably
more efficient. Hiving gone through the deliberate,,firocess of
constructing the objectives, instructors become intensely aware of
what they are trying to do and seek more appippriate ways of
doing it. They may desire to prepare re0oducible media
so that when they find effective means of meting their objectivt.s,
they can use the materials again. Their requests for mechanical
equipment must be, weighed on the ball of demonstrable value.
One or more measurement 'specialists Wave to be assigned to help
them ga(her evider.::e of student' aylilevement. The work of the.
college research director gains new, dimension, for it involves him
in student foilownps, item anises, and a host of activities that
directly aid the instrUctional,,iitaff. These represent adjustments,
which must be made within the framework of.existing educational
structures as instructors, w ,6rking individually and in association
with their fellows, proccedAo define outcomes. . .

These are some t the considerations ttiat arise once
objectives are defined. Specifying objectives means examining
student change rather than teach.r performance. It means sharp-
ening our views of students looking past their implied abilities to
their specific actions, beyond their unknoWn attitudes to their

-I observed behaviors. It is itself a major part of the instructional
process and. in the context of today's colleges, its benefits far
outweigh its drawbacks.
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Chapter. Seven

Specimen
Objectives

This chapter iqcludes more than .100 ecimen objectives,
most of which were culled from course outlines prepared by
people teaching or preparing to teachin unior and senior
colleges, Many of these outlines, each inpludin large numbers of
additional objectives, are available from the RIC (Educational
Resources Information Center) Docurnint Reproduction Service.
A listing of the courses they cover and 4etails on how they may be
obtained is provided in Appendix E.. I

The objectives reproduced here,' are not meant to serve as
complete sets or sequences to be adopted by college instructors.
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/.

They are specimens only, listed to depict certain classification
schemes and to portiay some of the variety ,of objectives possible
wit,hin a consistent format. As you read through them, note
particularly the levels of complexity of thought or attitude which
,fhe student must manifest if he is to attain the objectives

, satisfactorily. Although some empirical work on validating various
hierarchical schemes has been dpne 1191, for most instructors'

, purposes, the classification's can best be .viewed as logical orderings
--tonly. Try °not to be influenced by the subject ,preas for which the

objectives were written originally. grquently, 9bjettives prepared
by instructor teaching Courses in academic diiciplines: other than
your own may well be adopted to fit your on courses and your
own purposes.

One more caution `don't get snarled in the language. For
example, .

. 1;
Without aids or references, given any quadratic equatidn, the
student will derive the correct solution. .1

Some instructors might quarrelLith the word, "derive," preferring
to substitute "work out" or "solve for." However, the terms used
matter little unless the intent. is changed. If the student knows
what hells expected to be able to do at the entof a given unit, the
objective has served its purpose.

SECTIA; SINGLE TASK VS. PRINCIPIX DEMONSTRATION

Can students memorize the responses to tasks cal..( for in
the objectiives and avoid learning the -principles? As Thomdike
(311 put if, "The crucial indicator of a student's understanding of
a concept, la principle, or a procedure is that he is able to apply it
in circumstances that are different from those under which it was
(aught."

This group of objectives illustrates the difference between
specifying objectives that call for single tasks and those Out
demand' knowledge of the principles underlying the tasks. In the
first example in each pair, the studint may answer satisfactorily
by memorizing the correct responses; in the second, jie must
demonstrate that he knows the rules governing the situation.
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SPFIMEN:OBJECTIVES 9
.1.;

Frain a CourseiftFrench
... -. ..,

Goal; The student will be able to conjugate French verbs.

Single ,task: Given the verb "ruler," the student will conjugate it in
writing in the present, imperfect, and future tenses, with 90% accuracy 1
in class. , , 0..),NA .. I

Principle demonstration: Given4any regular "cr" verb, the student will ,

conjugate it In writing in/ the present, imperfect, and future tenses, with
I ,

90% accuracy in dais.
..

I

From a Course In English
.
:,, .. 4. -

.

Goal: 'The student will be able to apply the principles nverning
' topic sentences. . .

. , .

Single task: 'Given the topicIsentence, "It was a dark and stormy night,"
he will write a relevant paragraph.

.

Principle demonstration: Given any topic sent4e, he will write a
-relevant parbgraph.

e

From a Course in Zoology i

i

Goal: The student will understand the physiology of cells.

Single task: In class, given a diagram, the student will Label the parts of a.
unicellular amoeba and a lettuce cell, withdut aids and with 100%
accuracy.

,

Principle demonstration: Given a photograph of any cell in class, the
student will note whether it is an animal or plant cell, and will name its
partswithout aids and with 90% accuracy,

From any Course in Which the Scientific Approach Is Taught

Goal: The student will understand the relationships among, and
the appropriate uses of, elements in' a scientific app,roach
to problem solving.

,

I 4
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Single task: In class, given the (1) data, (2) dnalytical procedures, (3j
._ conclusion, and (4) hypothesis for a specific problem, the student will4select the appropriate statistic out of 5 alterbatives.

1

Principle demonstration: In class, the student will seed the .appro
priatc 5th clement for a specific problem, given any 4 of the following
elements of that pniptemt (1) data; (2) tanalyticai procedures, (3)
conclusion, (4) hypothesis, and (5) appropriate statistic.

Frain a Course in Engliih
. 9

Goal: The student will be able to define aid organize structural
and mechinical elements of English sentences.

Single task: In class, the student will underline the xcrb or predicate in
each of 10 sentences given in his workbribk, with 100% accuracy.

Principle demonstration:. In class; the student will be abli to pick out
and underline the verb or predicate in any given English sentence, with
100% accuracy. . k:

From a Course hi Speech

GO: The student will understand\ the elements of publics
speeches. .

Single task: In class, the student will complete a 25item truefalse quiz
that consists of evaluation of a certain guest speaker. This quiz will

. include questions on the organization and content of his speech,
including internal consistency, contents, and empirical evidence; the,
speaker's voice, articulation, and platform mannerisms; and NS use of

)

audience feedback to adjust the quality of his speech.
. .

Principle demonstratiqn: When called on after the speech of any class
-membet, the student will give. a verbal analysis And a critique of the
speaker, including comments on speech content and organization, and
the speaker's delivery and gestures.

v

From a Course in Business Administration

Goal. The Student will examine the ethical conduct of American
-. business.

1 o o 6
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Single task; In class, each ttudent will write' a I$0 -2$0 -word paragraph
identifying at least 3 ethical violations mentioned in the article, "The

_

Electrical Industry Puce Conspitacy,"! .
. ,

Principle demonstration: Outside of class, the studeqt will refer to the
Business Indei of feriodicali in the Library and will find 2 examples of
business ethicr in articlei in current business magazines such as Fortune,
Forbes, or Time. He will write a 150250word paragrapil comparing the
2 situations and the ethical values involved. .;

SECTIONS: VARIETY IN TASK .

Do all the objectives call for the same type of responses?
Task variety may be built into a course by using objectives that
demand different kinds of performance. These may stem from the

. same-general goal but they allow the student to demonstrate his
capability in a variety of situations.

From a Course in Chemistry

Goal: The student will understand the p.19oss--or electroplating.
a

I. 'Outside of class, the student will draw a diagram to
illustrate a simple electroplating apparatus and how it
works. He will label the components, including the/solu-
tion, chemical compound, and 'direction, of the. electric
current with 10056=1Yr:icy.

2. In class, the student will write a description of the process
of electroplating and explain how it works, He will give 1
example. Tins will be in SO words or less and will take 15
mintItes.

3. When called on in class, Ow student will explain the process
of electroplating. He will tell how to set up equipment for
the process and how it works, with no more than 1 error of
procedure or omission.in the explanation.

4. In class, given the necessary materials, the .student will
demonstrate the process of electroplating by assembling the
materials and plating 1 piece of metal, explaining each step,
with no mop than one error in procedu r fact-1 hour.

101.
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..

Eaett of the four' Objectives above Is a differerit way of
dem4stratingi understanding..Note that in Objective Four the
student has moved beyond pen and pager description and is
demonst Ling a manipulative skill, .

t '
. _ .

From a'Cbursen English e
,

O.

Goal: The student will understand the use of affective tankage
and rhetorical devices in written communication.

\._. .
___,.----------;--------- .

1. In class, giveb a list of 10 ten& b"asic -to the study of
affective communication, the student willocierme 6 of them.

2. The student will participate in a class discussion in which '
the affective language in a given essay. Is analyzed. The
discussion will Include the types, intent, and appropriate-
ness of the affective language used,.

3. Outside of class, the student will write a 400400-word
paper in which Ire analyzes the use of affective-language and
rhetorical devices In an advertisement he has selected from
a newspaper or' magazine: The essay will discuss the
advertisement's use of connotation, figurative language,
direct address, inference, and poetic devices.

4. Outside of class, the student will write a 500400-word
persuasive essay. He will employ affective linguage and
rhetorical devices to sway the reader to his point of view.
The argument will be emotional rather than rational.

From a Course in Business Administration

Goal: The student will examine the ethical conduct of American
business. .

1. Outside of class, the student will devise -a 5to 10item
questionnaire dealing with a business code of ethics. He will
mail these questionnaires to at least 5 local businessmen
and will include self-addressed; stamped envelopes for
return of the questionnaires. The results will be shared with
the class during futuri seminar sessions..-'
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./, In class, 3 students will represent employer, employee, and

customer in a,10.minite role-playing fzablis dealing with

... fraudulent 'advertising hi a .busigess: They will define the
param rsof he :1 ,,

3, In class, .atudeirviiii- assign .to each of 10 given
1%104.p

statements 1 of the following terms: business ethics, ethics
and 1 the law, professional : stanurds hi business, and
conflicts of inter-1st; 70% accuracy, .

..,,,
4. Outside of class, 'the student will write -a 1'50.500word /

paragraph describing what his own Opirating code of
. t business ethics would be if he were the owner or manager

of a business. His paper will include statements about the
following:. responsibility to. the public; responsibility -to the
bisiness profession; responsibility to the stocichoker (if

N \ applicable); statement of his own personal values, beliefs,
1

principles, etc.
6 ., '

.,
.. .7. .

95

From a Course in English

Go;l77'."'lle student will be able. to write appropriate top ic
sentences for parniiiph development of a thesis Statement.

1. Given a thesis statement In class, the'student twill select
which of 10 given topic sentences are appropriate to the
thesis statement. -

2. Given an essay in class;the student will underline the thelis
statement and the 3 toile sentences in the 3 paragraphs of
the essay.

3. Given a thesis statements in class, the student will Write 3
topic sentences for paragraph development of the given.
statement.

4. Given an essay in class, "the student will indicate wilich
topic sentences (and paragraphs) are not appropriate to the
thesisstatement. He will make brief comments as to why
they are not appropriate on the essay's margins.

From a Course in Health -

I

Goal: The student kill understand the various health services,
and the methods of financing _these, that exist in his
community.

*its.

,

_

r /
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I. In class, the student, will expiate, without ally type ok
assistance; the Blue Cross aria Blue Shield health care plans
to the other students. His examples will include types of
coverage, enrollment procedures, and approximate cost for
benefits.

2. The stud t will visit and will give a brief verbal evaluation
of 3 heal ' care centers; *lusted should be at least 1 child
or adolescint clinic, His evaluation will include a cone

t patisonf-Ore quality. t the services: if -7
3. In class,, the student wi parti4ipare in a 15.rn" inute debate

on the advantages and d Sodvantages of compulsorynation.
al health insurance. Hit argil-Mgt willrelate to the effect of
compulsory national health insurance in present coin.
mu nity health services. k

4. The student will spend I entire day visiting soipe institution
invo &ved in 'health care services and wilt submit a .

paper that describes how the staff, facilities, procedUres,
Riblicity, and charges are appropriate to the institution's
clientele.

, .

From a Course in Mt

Goal.' The student will understand tine 6 principles of design and
will use thein in unified artistic compositions.

1. The student will draw an example of each of the 6
principles of design, given the necessary materials
and 9 x 1211 paper) and tile.. definitions of balance,
.harmony, variety, movement, proportion, and space.
during 1 class session.

2, TM student will illustrate each of the 6 principles of design.
Using geometric forms cut from construction paper, he will
rho glom on a 9 x12',', paper that has been divided into 6
spaceidnring classopeefod.

3. In class, given 3 examples of each tof the 6 principles of '

design, the student will select the 6 best examples.,He
matte, statements about each, explaining why his choice
demonstrates the principle better than the alternative ones,
with 67%1acouracy.,

104
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Th.. stoclent will use *he &principles of design to.malie a
unified arrangement that consists of human.figuresthese:.
have been cut from magazines; 'he will also need glue ail0 6 -
x 9"paper. Balance, harmony, variety, movement, 'prope
tion, and ;Space will be obviously incorporated in th
compesition-during 1 class session, .

! ,

criterion: The Instructor will determine when the objective has .beeik
reached. ' \. . f

.. . \

4 N

SECTION C: COGNITIVE CLASSIFICATIONS

et'
Many attempts to order objectives according to the relative

complexity of the tasks they demand have been made. The most
wide lg used classification scherzi is the one described in Benjamin
S. BlOom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives The Cogni-
tive Domain 14). The following sets of objectives illustrate
progressions acco ing to the Taxonomy.. '

From a Couise inMathemtics

Goal:. The student will understand the concept of the Rerivat

Knowledge: When given 14 teens concerned with tha concept of
derivatives (derivative, tangent line, differentiation, relative maximum,
etc.) and the 14 formulas covered under this concept (power formula, 1
sum formula, chain rule, etc.), the student will define 12 of use 14. terms'
in as few words as por.ible and will be able to match' the 14 formulas .

with their names with 100% accuracy.

Comprehension: The student will interpret given eonplusions and
prepare graphic representations of recorded equations in the following
ways': (1) prove 3 out of 4 exercises involving the compluity of .a
differential function correctly and in as short a method Xpossible; (2)

' given a set of exacises involving 'the power function/ and the sum
formula, he Will tan these exercises and their given ansuliis and .show
how. !hi, answer was obtained, with 80% Accuracy*. (3) given a set of

;

c' 105
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4 .,.
functio9s, he will:show that the graph of each of the functions has a
vertical tangent line-at t hidicatc4pointwith 80% accuracy.

4 4t, 1

k.
Application: The student wil apply principles, formula r theorems to

new situations by solving given problems involving deri lives, differeiti-
atlon, increasing and dedreasing functions, and extrema, with 35%
accuracy on each problem; and he will graph 8 out of 10 funcrions

iv
torktiecdy,.............,-.,, . :4-,

4..-..-, /

4

Analysis: Given theore involving continuity, increasing and decreasing
- --functions, and,,xtrema,-and, proofs resulting front these, the student will

distinguish the facts from the hypotheses; draw conclusions from
supporting statements; pick assumptions that justify given conclusions
with 75%a ccurady on each item.

Synthesis:" Given 4 theorems ith he,has .never seen, the student will
forruubte a proof for each eorem by drawing on elements, from
previous ,sources and It will rate them together to forni. a .pattern
proofwith 80% accurac

Evaluation: Given theore and proo s, the student will explain in
writing his judgment as t tit validity of the proofs and he will stipport
this judgment as well as efend or attack the given proof. He Win then
deiennine which of seve al conclusions,is the logical o will judge
the accuracy of the given". statement that led' to .pick Abet
(conclusirAth 75% accuracy.

Froiii a Course in English; ..
Goal: The student will Anderstandthe processes of inductive and

szteductiii-keasoning,,

Knowledge: Given 6. terms,
deductive reasoning, the,
accuracy; time RS Minute,

CoRciehension: - Given 4
"middle ierm" of each, wit

v.

4

hat are basic to Ilia study of inductive and
udent will dtilhe, any 4 of theiTri; with 75%

t. . .
%taps, the student will -identify the

accuracy; thn6 5 minutes.
. ! :
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., 'SPECIMEN OBJECTIVES' 7 - .. 9
.,

,9 ,

t ,

. . .
"-- Applieatio 4 The etudept will lispn to several letters read from the 4,"

. edi tal;page of a newspaper orinagazdb. Ile will participate-in a 9

\ isetission about the type of logic ,employed, the effectiveness of the
, evidence, and th!, validity of the argument: -

1"
i

. "-: 0, .

Analysis: Outside of class, the sin' dent wilt, !"rrite..0 200390word paper
discussing the fallacies and pseudologic found -hi arcesiay. 'distribt541,
previously in "class. 4-4;

,
Synthesis:. Outside of doss, the student

0
will write a 500704vord essay,

presenting an arguthent for or against capital punishment.-Viting
"evidence from the assigned essays; he will develop- iiis.,`"argtinient
'inductively. `, .. 47 "...' 4. V . "4" 't

.
6 A -1 '.0,.

Evaluatiost: 'The, stutent will participate in a, class, discussion on the .s, -

validity and effectiveness of the arguments presented hi selected student ".-
:,.i.papers on capital punishment. lit comments will reveal an ability to

.
evaluate logical arguments. -; 9

,

From a Course in Art . --,

Goa

i . . / e '
l- The student will be-able to age Onstrate his understanding

f
[ of colok theory.

.). -, .f , s
3 ,

- ...

\ Knowledge; -Aftif viewing an 18- minute f that. explains d demon:
strates color theOry; the student, will correctly answer} a 5item .

' multiplechoice quiz on the fundamentals of oIor theory,as identified in

$

t
I the 4M.

.-

,-.

.
'.-

Cqmprehension; Given the necessary equipm nt, the student will use
. the 3 primary colors and black and white o make a cinor chart,

consisting of th5 3 pima*, colors, the 3 s5con ry colors, t range of 6
IP values and ; intensities each. . e ? ,

. . . ' ? .

Application: Given the necessary materials; the stu ent will glue a black
. . anewhite photo clipping froti a magazine onto a x 9" pa r. He will,9

. extend the black, white, and :gray design of the ph o to colter the area .-
of the paper with a relevant designin class:.

.9

0
9
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..-=!.. .
Analysis: Given the necessary roaterials, the student will'disassemble a

6. colored magazine
1, small pieces and

assemble the pieces
- COlOr 'values.

lipping into its basic--roier values bystearing it into
ding these according to color value. then he will

a new arrangeinent, a design 'based solely on the

..
t,... : 1

Synthesist Given the ; ,areeessary materials, the student will' match the. .

1 colors of .a clipping aldAtend them to cover the entire area of a 0 x 9"
parr to which iteskat glued the clippingguring a 90minitO class. .

, ... r--____. ilk.1 . ;

.. ,4 Nvaluaiion: Given a 6 x 9"--vititkpaper,t.e.mlera paintiange lamb, the,
student will paint 2 samples of kk.word 'Message covering the Entire

Clear impact, and I using color

, -. t I . tr' ' '
paper.: using color with strong an,
ineffectively: 7

'. ..

Criterion: The iris' truce& will determine when lie objective has' been .
r ,.r-, t '

From aCourse in Education ,

1. ,
Goal: The student will understand the process specifying

, < objegives. . te
4) 7 .4-- .*

4
cKnowcedge: , in class, with no references, the student will list 'and define,

In kp words or less, the 3 criteria forspecific objectives.
:

Comprehension: Givin a list of _to Objectives, the student will dis:in .
.4 guish bejween.those which do and4bse.whickdp.notmeet ths 'criteria

for specific objectives. In class, no teferences. Not more than 1 egol/, ,
permitted. . \i .

t ..
. .

. \ .
.. . .

, 'Application: *When presented with any partial objective in class, the
student will sate verbally the reasons 'why it fails 'to meet thd criteria
and 'restate it properly. No errors permitted

- 4 . 1, *

t Analysis: Given any goal stalement, the. stud nt will write a sit of
.i. objectives that accnrately assess Whether or not e has attained the goal.

Putside of class with '80% accdracy. . 1
. ,

.... .
, . *". .. 3 \ S.

t
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.
Synthesis: The student willpreparect complete set of goals and objectives

for a course In his own teaching field. Comprehensiveness, feasibility,
and accuracy will be assessed by, an experienced instructor in that field.

Evaluation: Outside of lass, the student will write a paper of
150.350 words tiliingilfolitionorilie use of objectives InT/hir Own
teaching. Paper to include t feast 3 arguments in favor of, and 3 against
the process./

From Course in Busineii...
Goal: The student will understand the role and the functionsof a

manager.

Knowledge; The student will define the term management in 25 words or
less and with 100% accuracy.

1

Comprehension: Given a random list of the fimetions of management -,
planning, organizing, controlling, and directingthe student will define
these functions in ranked order, with 100% accuracy.

Application: Given a 250-word description of a management problem, the
student will write his own 50-100-word assessmeot of the cause of the
problem, outside of classrwith 80% accuracy.

. \. ,.
v

Analysis: Given 10 descriptions a situations, the student will identify in
writing which items are conceptual, which are technical, and which
require the human skills of the manager, 80% accuracy. \

\
Synthesis: Outside of class, the student will write a 300-490-word essay

on management as both an art and a science, including illustrative
anecdotal situations.

, .. \
I .

Evahiation: Given a list of 4 manalmerrE tools, the student will write a
50-150word paragraph explaining the management functioti,(planning,
organizing, controlling, directing) wherein each tool might be most
effectively used with 80% accuracy.

k
109



102 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

From a course in English

Goal: The student will understand the Shakespearean sonnet.

Knowledge: In class, the studcnt will write verbatim Shaspe are 's Sonnet
29, without aids and with 100% accuracy.

COmprehension: In class, the studcnt will paraphrase Sonnet 29,
composing a' paragraph "n concise, modern pose, 150 words or
lesswithout aids.

Application: In c , the student will mite an essay of 100.200 words
describing a ncrete situation which illustrates the eniotional dilemma
and resol on expressed inSonnet 29. .

Analy;ist In class, given a list of poetic dements (including rhyme scheme,
is6nnet form, metric substitutions, figures of speech, and image'ry), the
'student will indicate which ones apply to Sonnet 29without Aids and
with 90% accuracy. .6

Synthesis: Outside of class, the student will compose an original sonnet
that includes the elements of rhyme scheme, sonnet fain, meter, figures

, of speech, imagery, and point of view.

gvaluatiol; In 1 class period, given various critical evaluations of Sonnet
29, the student will choose the most appropriate criticism an defend it
in a 250.350-word essay by explicating illustrative textual quotes
supporting its contentions and by briefly explaining his objections to the
other critical evaluations.

SECTION D: AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES

The students may be able to perform when required to do .3,
but.how do they really feel about the subject? Objectives that
consider "affect" may be used in certain situations. Attainment
may be assessed by such means as questionnaires, journal checking
or observationi,

e
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o

From a Course in Art

103

Goal: The student will value art activities and art experiences and
demonstrate his interest in these activities.

I)

I. In class, the student will demonstrate his interest in art
activities by listening to project directions, by asking
questions when perplexed, by following directions, and by
completing each project; , ".

2. The student will demonstrate his interest in pursuing art
activities by remaining after class to complete projects and
by doing art work outside of class that was not assigned.

3. The -student will demonstrate his conscious use of the 6
principles of design `in art work which he has completed
that was not part of assigned projects. He will question or
discuss the use of the 6 principles of design in %is and
others' art work, during the semester. .

4.. During the semester and after, the student will demonstrate ' °

his internalization of the values of sensitively seeing and
responding to his environment and Co art work by any of
the following activities:

a) making art products after the semester has ended
by attending art exhibits

I

c) reading books and articles about art ,------
d) enrolling in advanced art courses,

-:----

From a Course in Business Adininistration

Goal: The student will be aware of thefunctions of personnel
offices in business and will relate this knowledge to his
own career plans.

. ,

I. In a special 2-hour evening session, the student will listen to
a discussion of the personnel functions of the service
division presented by an employment manager of a large
corporation.

2. The student will voluntarily ask questions about the
corporation's hiring practices, salaries, fringe benefits, and
other personnel policies.

k

,11.1i '3,

------

...



104 OBJECTIVES FOR COLLEGE COURSES

3. The student will voluntarily take notes when, he guest
speaker describes the employee qualifications that his
corporation desires. ob

4. When polled verbally, at least 1/3 of the students will ask
the instructor to invite guest speakers from the personnel

. ',departments of other businesses.
S. In written assignment that discusses future career plans, at

* least 2 students will Indicate° their aspirations toward a
career in the field of business personnel.

From a Cotirse in English

.Goal: The,studeht will rattle the sound and rhythm of poetry.

1. The student will listen to a poem and a short prose work
read aloud infrss. He 'Will listen for the diffuence in the
rhythm and rhyme and will participate in a general
discussion afterwards, indicating awareness 'or the rnythm"
and rhyme.

2. Following an oral renting of a poem in class, the student
will participate in a 'class discussion of the use of rhythm
and rhyme. 60% of the class will participate on a voluntary
basis.

3. During the 3-week unit on poetry, the student. will
voluntarily read a poem intside of class. In a general class
discussion, he will indicate his response to the poem,

4. During the term at least 1/4 of the students will voluntarily
submit original poems or song lyrics.

From a Course in Health

Goal: The student will acquire personal habits conducive to a
state of excellent physical health.

1. The student will indicate in class discussion that he is aware
/' of the fact that cigarette smoking Is harmful to health since

it is a causal factor in cancer and heart disease.
2. The student will indicate in a daily journal that he sleeps at

least 8 hours everreight and eats 3 nutritionally balanced
meals every day. 1

112
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3. In .his daily journat; the student will indicate that' hi'
brushes his teeth alter every meal.-His consuMption entries
will include a minimum of confectipns and
beverages.

4. The studerewill include the appointment cards from 'his
twice-yearly dentist check -up .and his yearly physical
examination. He will en include a dOCument of the results
of his-yearly chest X-ray. -

5. If the student smokes cigarettes, ho will stop smoking prior
to the end-of the term.

He will not imbibe enough alcOhol to be tested as "under
the influencie of alcohol," at any time within one year of
completing the course.

From a Course in Literature

loS .

Goal: The student will appreciate twentieth-century\ American .

literature.

I. -Although a poetry unit Is not included in the' bourse,
student dial! voluntarily read 'at.- -least 3 poems by-
contemporary American poets before Ole end of the term.

2. e student shall elect to take isecomicOurse In American
literature within 1 year after completing this course.

3. The student shall voluntarily-read an average of 3 &Mem. .
porary American novels per year over, the next 4year
period.

1

SECTION E: UNCLASSIFIED OBJECTIVES

The following miscellaneous objectives may be useful in
illustrating some tasks or situations not outlined in the previous
sets.

From a Course in Written Composition

Goal: The student will knowitge meanings of some of the terms
used to describe writing.

11
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.
1. Given a list ot terms used to describe writing and

.

a list of
their definitions, the student will match correctly each term
with its definition. 70% accuracy, No references.

2. Given a list of rhetorical 'devices and a seriet of sentences
illustrating their, the student will match correctly each
device with its example. 70% accuracy. 'No- references.

Goal: The student will, understand different types of sentences.
. l

'1., given any 10 simple''Septeaces, the student -will expand
them into more coMplex'statements by adding details. 70%
accuracy. Dictionary may be used.

2. Given 10 sentences describing specific events, the student
will write statements expressing generalizations derived
from the events. 50% accuracy. Any reference may be used.

Goal: The student will write 2 papers, 1 illustrating "meaning,"
the other, "feeling."

Given an abstract word or concept, the student will write
an.essay explaining its meaning in 2 or more histericat
contexts. Essay to include the circumstances of the use of
the word, the manner of its use, the Intent of the use and
the effects.° f its use. Out of class; 250400 words.

2. The. student will write a description of an emotion ,fie has
felt. Description to include situation in which the emotion-----t
was aroused, contributing and immediate causes, and the 4

physical manifestations of the emotion. Out of class;
150400 words.

..

Goal: The student will recognize the poetry in the lyrics of
popular music.

Outside of class, the student will write a S00'800 -word
essay In which he compares the general poetic qualities of 2
popular song. His essay will indicate which song has more
effective poetry and the reasons for his choice.

.x14
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From,a Course in Architectural Drafting
,

Goal: "The student will be able to use materials basic to mylar
kilm rendering.

V'

107,

I. 9n- vellum p apei, he' will use 1/16" zip-aline tape to
d lineate..the walls of a givehouse plan. No gross errors in.

e of dwelling and no errors in intersections of walls and
co ers permitted.

. 2. U g press-on, letters, he will lab el each area of a given
dwe g. No errors in spelling or in application of letters
pe itted:

From a Course in Match* of Engineering

Goal; The student rill know certain properties of ferrous metals.

1. He will list 8 (of the 16) microstnictural constituents of
ferrous metals. No references, 10 minutes. .

2. Given a $ist of 5 microstructural constituents of ferrous
metals, he will write a 10.50-word description of each of
thote constituents to be found in a given annealed steel. 15
minuted, no referenCes.

From a Course n Biology

Goal: The student will understand fundamentals of respiration.
.

1. Giv ,n the respiratory rate for a certain animal "Under
op, al condition*, he 'will write the temperature under
which that rate is most likely to occur. No ref/fences,
criterion ±.3°.

2. Given a list of plant parts, he will select the part where
photosynthesis occurs at the greatest rate. 2 minutes, no
rairences.

3. Given a list of chemical compounds, he will select 1 that Is
found at each step in the process of respiration and 1 that is

P

$
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t
found at each step.ih. the process of photosynthesis. 5
minutes, no referendes, 80% criterion.

From a Course in Elementary Statistics
c,

Goal: The student idll understand the usage of song terms basic
to the study of Statistics.

'
. I. Given a listof 10 terms, he will match 9 Of.them with the

correct definitions. 10 minutes, no references. .c

2. Giveti 20 different groups 'of data, he will note' or each
whether they are continuous or discrete. 16 minutes, no
referenCei, 80% criterion.

3, Given 20 different numbers, he will write for each .the.
number of sigailicant figurei in it. 7 minutes, no references,
90% cdterion. -

Prom a Course in Speech

. .. 4

coal: The student will understand the process of knell group
discussion in solving problems.

1. In class, when directed to do so, students will form into
groups for the purpose of having small group problem-
solving exercises.

.

2. Given a leadership checklist containing ZS qualities of
dynamic leadership, the students will complete the list,
marking each quality with a "vPs" or "no." The pekson
with the least number of "$.0" answers will assume

. leadership of the smallgroup discussion. /4

3. Each discussion group will select a current problem that is
pertinent to a controversial issue in the community or on
campus. After 6 class meetings, each group will arrive at a
highnality solution to the problem, based on research,

$
analysis, and logic.

4. Using the research, group discussion, analysis, and
problem solving techniques, each group will present its
solution to the controversial problem to the rest of the
class. Small-groudiscusion techniques will be used, and

,

"1.16

s
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the students will demonstrate /their understdding of the
issues involved, the serious irnphcations orthe problem, and
ilinecessitY t'Qr its solution. / ' ' ..

5, As a voluntary extension beyond the imalltroupdiscussiOn

mint of the problem and solution into action by such
unit, the students-wifi to A th

'a
the group's Assess-

activities os circulating petitions, making speeches, writing
letters to public officials /etc:* -I . "

..- . t.; :
I

,
From a Course in Written iCo position

b ...-

109

4

W)len it is possible t5 avoid tieing the objectives and the
took togethelit is better toavoid doing so. For exanI:P'.inle:

.

. 1. The student wi desciibi an object in a Wollorganind
s

theme o 75.15 words, written in olass..Any referefice-may
be used. Desc ption will o11ow the outline on p. 94; no, 4,
of the text.

1 A .
2 The stud9,f, -41( describt an object in a well-organized

theme o 15 -150 Worts written ii.cbs. Any Tefertice may
be used./ Description will include: bimensions, colors,
shapes, /inaterial, composition, 'how the object is put

' together; and the relation of its parts. :_: _

/ . . q
., - -"(:\ ,

The second objective is better stated becaute it is self-con,
tallied. /

. -
-.......

. ,
,

,I .From a Cflurse in Literature
,,,

(Adapts from Instructional Objectives &change; see p. 133.)
\--.)
.

Goal/ The student will understand that the ,menin&of apoem
/ can exist on More-than one leVel.

0jective: Oh/4n a poem in class, the student will write'a 200-300vord
essay explaining the poem (1)0n its literal level; (1) on its figunitive
level, using for evidence Of this latter meaning the particular symbol or
symbolic cluster through which it is expressed; (3) on the personal level,

r.

A.

,

f
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.

relatinga question _suggested by the poem to the. individual's own 4 .
1

experiences .Or obiervations. - _. - ,
_

. '

Goal: The student will understand the relationship between
' figurative LInguage and meaning in poetry. ,

, . 1

. x
. - .

Objective: Given a poem in class, the studtt will orally, Identify and
explicate important figures of speech such as etaphor,, simile,
hyperbole, apostrophe, personification, metonymy, etc., in terms of the
,feelings and ideas contained in each_and their importance to the meaning
of the poem,

I,

-, Goat, The student will be able to apply a process- for the
evaluation of I poem. . .

.
Objective: Outside of class, given an identifier poem, the student will

cz.i write a 500430-word essay evaluating its success. He v411 apply the
following criteria: (1) Are the word choices, the use of knages,and the
figures of speech fresh? Are they consistent with one another and with

.:the apparent intent of the whole,poem? (2) Is there a unity beten the. a.,
-form '(i.e., repetitive sound, diction, imagery, structure) and the

, content? 43) 'Does the poem, avoid sentimentality, ovir-didacticism,
.....

overblown rhetoric, and backless?

I 0

< ,

Goal: The student will understand the genres of the novel and
the conventions associated with each genre.

Objective: After reading a novel, the student wine given a description of
the genre in which the novel may be classified. In a 100400word paper
written in class, he will _identify the conventions contained within the
novel that link it to that genre..

a

, .

,

Goal: The student will understand the relationship between
cp setting and charaCeers in the novel/

Objective: After reading a novel, the student will note the setting
(geographical, occupational, historical and perspnal) and tell how it
effects the characters; that is, how the setting effects motivstians,
decisions, aspirations, and attitudes inward life revealed by specific

.

. 0 418

..
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characters in the novel.
completion of a .10item

Q

II!

This objective, will be demonstrated by
short answer quiz in class. 80% accuracy

, . required, . -
.

. . : . .
Goal:' The student will-understand the use of point of view in the

novel, -

, .

,. .

013jective: In class, the student will Identify 'the point of view from which
a given novel is told and will state, how this method of presentition
affects the novell meaning In an essay of '500-600 words,

_Goal: The student will understand the conflict and the climax of
a short story plot.

.
Objective: In class, the student will briefly state the conflict in a given

short story by identifying the opposing forces. He will state the point at
which' the techniCal climax occursin one paragraph of under 200
worde. % . .... .

Goal: The student will recognize allusions to charac eri and
# incidents in Greek and Roman myths.

_

Objeive: In class, given a reference to a short myth or to an incident
from a longer myth, the student will write an essay of 4005004vords
explicating the 'allusion in terms of the characters and incidents of Greek
and Roman mythology, .. 1.

I

Goal: The student will understand levels of usage,in drarbatic
dialog. r 'S

Objective: -"When callehon In class,,,thc student will orally identify the
level or levels of usage within a given passage from a play and explain the
effects of the level of usage or the change in levels of usage.

Goal: The student will be familiar with and apply a process for
evaluating a work of non-fiction.

.
1
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0 1 ( . - -

Objective: Given a work/ of non-fictioh, the student will *rite a /
. '?00. 800 -word essay which applies the criteria cited belowlo evaluate

the effectiveness of the work: -

:_
1 ,

I. .What purpose was accomplished by the essay (or other.Work)? Is
-=-- this the purpose intended by the author? ---

- -. -.
2. Are-the techniques of presentation appropriate try the purpose? -4-

'X. Is there a flaw in the preselltation_that would prevent the purpose ; ,

" from being Accomplishell'O., distOrtion o (facts) ?-. - -- . _ - - .
4. Did the authorTeXpress hisnie, If :clearly -so that the audience for

;: whom he waswriting could understind him? '

$. ; Did -anYthlhg in your- experience (i.e., other-worktru_ have read,
things you have erse`en; be4fi you lyold) make the essay more
effective or less convincing? (Thislast question requires a subjectiv.

, ' responie, in terms of the student's experience rather than in.tenut
: of 'tht essay itself.) -*-

-- .-.:-..

.,_, ''
,

,c .. .'. -, -_-

--, ,,,,e4 : ONE FINAL *ORE,
,) - \-._ - - 4-.

.,,
Y., 4n answering questio4 the student must support his

statements with references frotiiIhe text. , -- , a.,,o, --.-. The questiOnesof quality or judgment: regarding Ott students'.- .. :
7 responses fria4uently , enters discussions about objectives. If the

lnstnictor cannot .or will:not spell ou&his criteria fOr assessing the
studentsLworlOM May -wish to'so state, viz.: .

,

. -

Outside oicNisTiising any necessary leferenceli, the student will
write a composititm that I, on the day I read, it, deem to be
imaginative ancrereativei.:

.

By thus,,Ocknotyjedging that his criteria are shifting and for
utiknoivi . to himself, the inifrultor has at least -brought a
dim.cosion of Honesty into the :relationship between him and his

' students. , = ,"*--`.

.$ 4

a ,

it

__.G_.

0



Objectives calt be distributed in sets at the beginning 9f the ,
course or, better! still, alternative sets of objectives can be'
distributed, withitte students, deciding which objectives they wish
to achieve, In qther case, However, because objective; must be
justifiedvin lade measure, on their effect ors 3,tdent-learning,IHr-
important that theyixe_both-latonitiiii, and understood by, the
students in!criance of the instructional sequences or,

A simple procedure to check student understanding is to
state each objective togeth. T With two possible test situations and

113
:
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.

to ask the studcritewhidi of the measurement possibilities fssessps
the objective. For example: .

. .

1. Objective: In. clasit with no references thestudent will name
thepartioa solOtion.

Which of the fOiroivingitenis test this objective?
'

A) The substance that is .

) Substances that are.not capable of mixing and forming a
solution are .

_A only

B only

Both
e

.4 Neither

2. Objective: (riven examples of 1pstructor. rating, forms, the
student will list, in 25 words or less, their potential uses and
their shortcgmings., .

Which of the following items tests this Rbjective?

A) Attached are 5 instructor rating forms. In 25 words or less,
state their potential uses antttheir shortcomirigi.

B) 15 instructional rating forms were distributed last week.
Pick any 5 of them and.stite their potential uses and their
shortcomings in 25 words or-less. .

A only )

---...B only

_Both

Neither
1
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DO TILE STUDENTS UNDERSTANDTHE OBJECTIVES? , ----

I
i This can be 1151 lowed for each objective pr for a sample

of objectives. in addition to ascertaining students''undeystanding,
me instructor may phi some inforniation valuable for recasting
"the objectives so that they better communicate his,intent.

115
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Appendix B

Reporting
Student Achievthnent

o

, ..."

4

I
a

,
oar

In some situations, it may be desirable frit. the instructor to
report the students' attainment of his objectives to others. A
simple procedure can be adopted for this.

Fctrm A Class Mean -\

Form A is used to report 'change in clap performance on
examinations. Examination items should measure gain toward
specific unit objectives. Although the learnt-,'specified in.more.

,

a.

117
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.. . 1__ ...

. ,
' than one objective may be jested on a single examination, each

objective and the exam items relating to it should be reported
separately as though that objective alone had been tested. Mean

.. scores are derivedby adding correct .responses foi the group
taking the test and dividing the total by the number of students
in the group.

r

-_-

._ ?

..

Foim B = TaskPerformance
, _....

Form B is used to report the number of students who have gained
ability to perform a certain task. For example, one of our
objectives states that students must be able to write a paragraph
which .meets certain specifications. The. change in number, of
itudents ,able to write the paragraph before and after your

. instructional unit is reported on this form. Anothcr objective may
be that students participate in class discussion; a third, that they _-

eng_ _: voluntarily in certain outoklass activities. Form B is used
to report student change toward those types of activities.

. . %.

The form that an instructor adopts depends on whether he is
,concerned with reporting numbers of students who have attained
minimum criterion levels (Form B) or class means (Form A).

9

,

*

3
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REPORTING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 119

Name

Course

Student Gain Report Form A

Class. Mean

Objective:

(

. 'Pre-test of

1 Number of students taking pre-test:

3.0 Class mean score on pre-test_ .

4. Post-test of items.

5. Number of students taking post-test:

Class mean score on post-tests:

Representative Test Item:

Comments:
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Objective:
. *

Name

Course

Student Gain Report Perm B

Task performance

...

I. Number of students achieving objective at pre-assessment:
,..

/2.

of total in group.

44 .

Number Of students achieving objective at post-assessnient:

of total in group.
6

Representative assessment item:

Comments:

N

I

:

4.
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e Appendix. C

Sequencing
Objectives

I
,

The instructor who is preparing a sequence of bbjectives may
find it helpful to ask himself a series of questions:

if .

1,. What do I want my students to be able to do when they have
completed my course?

Write down all the skills, abilities, and,attittides you would
like them to hold; Spell out separately as many as you can.

. .
.

Separate...from the total list those which will aepeaVn the
future.

121
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2. / How' will I know whether or not a student has gained those
Skills, abilities, attitudes?

,-. .-

Are.the abilities such *at they may be demonstrated by the
student by means of his performing a designated task?

Are there independent actions which, if taken, would be

-- f
indicative of his holding certain attitudes?

Separate the' demonstrations into those for which evidence
can reasonably be gathered end those for which it cannot.

_..

Doss all seem to follow in general sequence? Am I asking that
tco little happen to the students? Too much for the time and
resources available?

3. What are the circumstances under which demonstration of 1

gained ability (task performance) will occur?

Which of the tasks may be assigned as test items? Is outside
work to be returned to me? Which will `be performed
voluntarily? .- .

.
4, What minimum standard or degree of accuracy should be

assigned to each task (if appropriate)? ......1l,

S. What "sub-abilities" lead to each desired end-of-course .
ability? ,

Is the course to be sequential, all leading to .a single set of
ends?
.

, .

Are there discrete abilities for which separate units of the
course may appropriately.be built?,

i

If the course is to lead to a single set or end abilities, plot a_
-sequence of sub-tasks.

O

(
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SEQUENCING OBJECTIVES
00°./

123,

If the course includes discrete units,_ what sequence of
sub-tasks' within each unit will lead the student to the
entlof-unit abilit ?

6. When s and sks have ben plotkd, write them as
specific/ mess objectives which meet the criteria
ekplaincd in this bok. N.

.

,, $

all this, siznply wrzte a complete set of test items or
and recast the items and intent in the objectives

ma . The gaps and overemphasesif anywill appear.
7-

4
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Appendix D

class
Criteri

1 4

What percent of the students in a given.class may be expected ,

to attain the objectives? As indicated in the text, this question
dependi on a great number of situational indices. The answer
usually comes in. the form of a ."trade off" between percents of
students expected to 'attain the objectives and degrees of com-

'plexity in the objectives themselves.

125
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. , 0

, : / .p

If each objective dgMands, a high degree of accurgicy, the
percent-of the class attaining it will probably drop as the/level of
complexity rises: /, ,

.
\ Level of . Objective. terion

- . complexity or percent ,ccuracy
.Percent of class .., o1 task _ 'denianded

.

0 .

90 Knowledge
80 - Comprehension'
70 Application.
50 -
25 Synthesis

410 Evaluation .

Ii I.

/I .
In thjs case, although the instructor inticipates ;that 90 percent of
his-class-carrrespond-accurately to 90 precut f the iteMs-ivritteft
at the level_ of "Knowledge" or simple recifil,; he expects only 25
percent to be able to "synthesize" With # similar degree of
accuracy. . .

On the .other hand, if the
,

instructor a epts a committment
. - --

to bring a sizable percent of his class tot`the attainment of all the
objectives, the criterion level in each objeOivei will probably have
to be dropped as the complexity increases!: %

.

.

//
.,

Level of f` Objective Criterion
complexity ,/ or percent accuracy

Percent of class . of task demanded

90 Knowled -,,, 100
90 Comprell siori 90 *

. 90 Application 80
i 90 . : Analysis' 70i490- SynthOil 50

90 Evalakidh 25
i . .
,,_

/90
! 90

132
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The -design adopted depends col, institutional or hidividual
policy. 11 grade marking (population sorting) is considered
necessary, the first scheme may be adopted and marks assigned 4,,

accordingly:But it the instructional blan is to cause the majority
ot_the students to team ter perform the designated tasks, the
second is more appropriate.

4
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Appendix E
R.

Mailable,Sets
of -b*t-Nes.

4

VD

-,

...

I

The sets of instructional objectives for the courses listed
below are available in microfiche or harsii copy from ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, National Cash Register Com-
pany, 4936 Fairmont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20014. For
'prices and details on Ordering, see Research in Education,. March,
1970, Vol,. V, No, 3 or write to the ERIC clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 96 Powell Library Building, University of California, Los
Angeles, California 90024.

,

Mg,

4
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,--,.

c--Instructional objectives for junior college courses in:

fp 033680 AccQuitting(1st semester)
. . . tr.-

kc ED Q34681 Accounting (2nd serile;t4fr)
. ,

.......

ED . ,033682' Begining asting
1 #

ED 033683 College algebra._

ED 033684 Cultural anthropology
;#

ED 033685 - Afchitectural diawing

ED 033686. Biology (1st semester).

ED _033687 Calculus and analyttal geometry

ED 1033'688 Cheniistry (1st semester)'

ED 4)33689 Beginning design.. .

ED 033690: , Beginning drawing

Ea_ '.633.691 Economics (1st semester)

ED 033692 Remedial Engli&
. ,

ED '033693 English (subject A) . ,7.,..14.,,
. , . . ' ..,

ED ' 033694 English composition c,
.

%

. .,

ED O336 ' French (1st semester) ;,..
ED 033696 Geology 7

ED 033697 Physical geography e"'i

ED . 033698 ' Geom- etry . ,
,

. : ED 033699 German (1st semester) .,
,

Mir-- 033700 Health ' .
.t----..,

ED . 033,701 'African history

= ED D33702 U.S, history to 1865 .
.

t

135
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ED 033703' U.S. history from colonial times to date

-ED Jp3704..

ED .033705

ED 033706

El? 033707
;

ED.. 633708

ED 033709

ED 037190

ED-' -03711
ED 033712

ED . 03713.

Ep 033714

ED 033715

ED, 1)33714

ED 033717

U.S. history since 1865
,

Japanese

Journalism

Music appreciation

.Philosophy (1st pemester)

Physical educiiion 9:

Physics (1st semester)

,Physiology (1st semester)

Ame'riCah institutions (political science)

Psycholo6 (1st semester)
,

Shorthand.

Spanish (1st semester) .

Spanish (2nd semester) -

Speech

Zoology

Specimen objectives may be.obtained from many sources in .

addition to the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. For
example, the Instructional Objectives Exchange, a project of the
Center for the Study 9f Evaluation, Graduate _809.91 of Educa-
tion, University of California, Los Angeles, California, 90024, has
16 sets of behavioral objectives available for various courses at The
elementary and secondary (K12) school levels. A complete listing,
Instructional Objectives Exchange Catalog,- is available from the%
Center on.request. -

0

0
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- . .
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ment of criterion behavior would cause supervisors to
perteive their teacheri as mare effective instructors,
pupils to show greater gains in desired directions, and
teachers to, perceive, ,supervisor's suggestions as more
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instructional effectiveness. .

,.
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jobs into peiformance objectives using the system\ , .

analysis dpproacji.
---

,
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surement in EducatlQn, Vol. ,l, nO. 1, pp. 1.4 (Oct. 1969):

A case is made for evaluation of meaningful learning
both in teacher-written and standardized tests. The
author defines meaningful learning as student under-
standing of a concept, principle, or procedure such that
he is able to apply it in circumstances different from
those used in instruction.

32. Tyler, Ralph W. Basic Principles of Curficulum and Instruc-
tion. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1950.

A rationale for viewing, analyzing, and interpreting the
curriculum and instructional program of an educatonal
institution is presented, cling with the kinds of
blems involved in cl6veloping a curriculum and a plan f
instruction and techniques by which such problems may
be attacked. Selecting, stating, and evaluating educe-
tional objectives is covered in an easy-to-read m ner.
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burgh Press, 1964,
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educational objectives?
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